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Guidelines for Manuscripts 

delta-K is a professional journal for mathematics teachers in Alberta. It is published twice a year to 

• promote the professional development of mathematics educators, and
• stimulate thinking, explore new ideas, and offer various viewpoints.

Submissions are requested that have a classroom as well as a scholarly focus. They may include 

• personal explorations of significant classroom experiences;
• descriptions of innovative classroom and school practices;
• reviews or evaluations of instructional and cunicular methods, programs or materials;
• discussions of trends, issues or policies;
• a specific focus on technology in the classroom; or
• a focus on the cuniculum, professional and assessment standards of the NCTM.

Suggestions for Writers 

I. delta-K is a refereed journal. Manuscripts submitted to delta-K should be original material. Articles currently
under consideration by other journals will not be reviewed.

2. If a manuscript is accepted for publication, its author(s) will agree to transfer copyright to the Mathematics
Council of the Alberta Teachers' Association for the republication, representation and distribution of the
original and derivative material.

3. All manuscripts should be typewritten, double-spaced and properly referenced. All pages should be
numbered.

4. The author's name and full address should be provided on a separate page. If an article has more than one
author, the contact author must be clearly identified. Authors should avoid all other references that may
reveal their identities to the reviewers.

5. All manuscripts should be submitted electronically, using Microsoft Word format.
6. Pictures or illustrations should be clearly labelled and placed where you want them to appear in the article.

A caption and photo credit should accompany each photograph.
7. References should be formatted consistently using The Chicago Manual of Style's author-date system or

The American Psychological Association (APA) style manual.
8. If any student sample work is included, please provide a release letter from the student's parent/guardian

allowing publication in the journal.
9. Articles are normally 8-10 pages in length.
l 0. Letters to the editor or reviews of cuniculum materials are welcome.
1 I. Send manuscripts and inquiries to the editor: Gladys Sterenberg, 195 Sheep River Cove, Okotoks, AB Tl S 2L4;

e-mail gladyss@ualberta.ca.

MCATA Mission Statement 

Providing leadership to encourage the continuing enhancement 
of teaching, learning and understanding mathematics. 
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FROM YOUR COUNCIL 

From the Editor's Desk 

Gladys Sterenberg 

It's hard to believe that another semester is complete. Many teachers provincewide are engaged with the 
implementation of the new mathematics program of studies. The feature articles of this issue focus on making 
mathematics meaningful and teaching for deep understanding. Drawing on his vast experience in mathematics 
education, Werner Liedtke considers the impact of the curriculum changes. Jer6me Proulx provides a perspec
tive of how mathematics teaching and learning can be revitalized. Both articles prompt us to think about the 
effectiveness of our instruction. 

As we move toward a complete program implementation, I am reminded of some of the essential components 
that have made teaching and learning mathematics in Alberta so effective. Problem solving continues to be a 
focus of our instruction, and the articles on teaching ideas are consistent with this emphasis. Craig Loewen, a 
regular contributor and former editor of delw-K, presents an example of how a probability problem can be 
explored using technology. Lesley Ross and Brenda Wells explore how a rich task can be assessed in their 
classrooms. Three Alberta mathematics contests are provided as a source of classroom problems for junior and 
senior high school students. 

Concluding this issue is a problem page. W hen this problem was submitted, one of the reviewers, Darryl 
Smith, suggested that we have our own math contest. The MCATA executive thought this was a great idea. The 
contest will be held for two groups: students and teachers. I invite you to submit your solutions and/or those 
solutions of your students to me at gladyss@ualberta.ca by March 30. 2011. All entries will he evaluated by 
selected reviewers. Solutions that demonstrate creative problem-solving strategies and conect answers will be 
published in upcoming issues of dl'ita-K. It is my hope that this will provide an interesting way of engaging in 
the process of problem solving. 

As always, I want to encourage you to consider publishing your teaching and scholarly ideas in delta-K. The 
guidelines are listed on the inside of the front cover. I would be more than willing to assist you with this 
process. 

Happy reading! 
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STUDENT CORNER ___________ _ 

Piano Keys 

Kevin Wang 

On a full-sized piano, there are 88 keys. Many different combinations of keys can be pressed, and hence 
many sounds can be made. For example, a one-keyed piano can make one sound. A piano with two keys can 
make three possible sounds from pressing the keys: two at the same time, key number one and key number 
two. A piano with three keys can make seven sounds. Thus, on a full-sized piano with 88 keys, how many dif
ferent sounds can be made? 

Answer: 309 485 009 821 345 068 724 781 055 combinations/sounds, or 3.094850 I x I 026 • 

The least mind-blowing way to solve it would be to form a table of values: 

Keys pressed 
1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

Combinations 
I 
3 

7 

15 
31 

Here we see a simple chart. After some careful looking, we can see that when a value of one is added to each 
combination, it fom1s: 

Keys pressed Combinations 
I 2 

2 4 
3 8 

4 16 
5 32 

Now it gets clearer. The combinations seem to be just one more than 2 to the exponent of the value of the 
keys. That would result in a formula 2' - I, where xis the number of keys. 

This solution gives the answer of 309 485 009 821 345 068 724 781 055 combinations on a full-sized 
piano. 

Ke,·in Wang is a Grade 8 student at Grn11d1'ifir Heights School, in Ednumron. HI' has always lm·ed to do math 
and has witnessed the wonders it can do. One of his recent inspirations for math was Mr Walsh, who taught 
him to learn math and not just do it. Kevin is extremely interested i11 computers as the 1.vorld seems to revolve 
around them, along irith math, of course. 
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FEATURE ARTICLES 

The New Curriculum: Will It Make 
Mathematics Meaningful for Students? 

Werner Liedtke 

Looking Back 

The framework for the previous British Columbia 
mathematics curriculum (Ministry of Education 
1995) included general goals related to use of the 
imagination. tolerance for ambiguity, positive atti
tude, the ability to communicate. sense making. en
joyment and ef

f

ective problem solving. Developing 
or demonstrating number sense was listed at the top 
of every grade level. Similar goals were part of the 
previous curricula in western and no11hern Canada. 

Docs any concrete evidence exist that is indicative 
of 

• positive behavioural changes regarding the major
goals of the mathematics curriculum?

• changes in use of the imagination, willingness to
take risks. growth in tolerance for ambiguity and/
or achievement of high levels of development in
mathematical thinking'?

• changes in or improvement of development of
number sense?

During a conversation, a mathematics educator
who is interested in key aspects of the elementary 
mathematics curriculum responded to the question 
"Do you have any data that indicate that we reached 
these goals'?" with. "Perhaps the goals were roo high." 

Hume (2009) suggests that "it's rime to take a new 
approach to math.'' In part, his conclusion is based 
on the fact that about 30 per cent of Canadian parents 
hire tutors to assist their children with mathematics. 
This suggests that for many students the goals of the 
curriculum were not reached. 

Hume also reports that "kids like and enjoy math
ematics in the elementary grades," but then things 
worsen for many students. Is liking and enjoying 
mathematics sufficient'/ One Grade 7 BC teacher said 
that according to a survey in his school all Grade 7 
students enjoyed problem solving, but test results 
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showed that they could not solve problems. Enjoy
ment does not imply that curriculum goals are 
reached. 

My data collection and years of teaching span 
several mathematics curriculum changes. The obser
vations originate from data about conceptual under
standing and number sense collected annually from 
interacting with K-7 students in many classrooms; 
conducting thorough diagnostic interviews with 
Grades I-7 students; talking to teachers-to-be, stu
dents and parents in and around schools; and talking 
to adults who went through the school system. 

Each group of students enrolled in courses about 
mathematics teaching, learning and assessment (in
cluding distance education courses with teachers from 
different areas of BC as well as from other provinces) 
completed at least one assignment that involved a 
com-crsation about mathematics learning and/or as
sessment with a student and an adult. Over the years 
many hundreds of transcripts of conversations with 
subjects from urban and rural areas, even with teach
ers on picket lines. were read and analyzed. 

My data led me to conclude that many students did 
not achieve some of the key goals of the previous 
curriculum and that mathematics is not meaningful 
for them despite the time, energy and money spent 
on several revisions and additions to the curriculum. 
Could the goals be too high? 

Looking Ahead 

Is it possible that the Western and Northern Cana
dian Protocol (Alberta Education 2006), which pro
,·ides the framework. topics and general goals for the 
new elementary mathematics (K-9) and was adopted. 
or adopted with minor revisions, by jurisdictions in 
western and northern Canada, can provide the new 
approach that Hume is looking for? This new curricu
lum includes the following list of critical components 
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that students must encounter in a mathematics pro
gram and goals that can positively affect students' 
learning about mathematics. Ensuring that students 
encounter these components and reach the goals re
quires paying special attention to important ideas 
related to teaching and assessment. 

The Critical Components
Selected Issues Related to Teaching 

Communicating Mathematically 

Students are expected to communicate in order to 
learn and express their understanding. The ability to 
talk and write in one's own words about mathematics 
and to connect familiar language to mathematical 
language is essential to the development of conceptual 
understanding, an important goal of the new curricu
lum. Writing tasks allow students to think about their 
thinking. As recordings are shared. ideas may be 
reinforced or modified. Discussions in cooperative 
settings and comparisons of strategies and reports by 
students can contribute to flexible as well as advanced 
thinking. 

Writing was mentioned as part of communicating 
mathematically in the previous curriculum, but nei
ther specific outcomes nor ideas were suggested for 
making it part of teaching. This curriculum included 
other oversights and errors, which indicate a need for 
final editing. As a result, it is not surprising that sur
veyed students did not believe that writing was an 
important part of learning about mathematics (Liedtke 
and Sales 2008). When asked to write, some students 
stated, "Writing is not what we do in math." The 
"must" condition in the new curriculum implies that 
talking and writing are an essential part of mathemat
ics learning. 

Connecting 

Students are expected to connect mathematical 
ideas to other concepts in mathematics, to everyday 
experiences and to other disciplines. Connecting can 
be thought of as a problem-solving strategy. Students 
should be able to connect everything they learn or 
have learned to previous learning and to experiences 
outside the classroom. It is discouraging when stu
dents are unable to respond to. ''Who would want to 
multiply two two-digit numerals (for example, 32 x 
25) or two decimals (for example, 4.2 x 3.6). and why
would people want to do that'l'' During interviews,
two students answered with, "A teacher'' and "The
smartest person in the classroom."

My data support the results collected from Ameri
can teachers (Howe 1999). Graduates of our school 
system are unable to make up a meaningful word 
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problem for the equation 1 ¾-;- ½ = []. Many confuse 
it with l ¾-;- 2 = [ ]. (Satisfy your curiosity. Ask stu
dents from middle or high school to make up word 
problems for 8-;- ½ = [] and 8-;- 2 = f ]. The results 
may be surprising.) 

The statement in the new curriculum about con
necting can be used to illustrate an important issue: 
the need for specificity of language. Lack of specific
ity can be detrimental to reaching goals. Specific 
language or examples or even both are required to 
make it possible to translate statements like "connect
ing ideas to other concepts" into appropriate action. 

Mental Mathematics and Estimation 

Students are expected to demonstrate fluency with 
mental mathematics and estimation. How is it pos
sible to foster the development of fluency and assess 
it without knowing the meaning of the term? Ex
amples, criteria and a definition are required to make 
implementation possible. 

Why is it that estimation has been and is very 
problematic? Students' responses to requests that 
involve estimating can be fascinating. Whenever the 
opportunity arises, I ask questions like: 

• How many students do you think are in that part
of the playground?

• How many bicycles do you think are in the bicycle
stand?

Many students will give answers with a digit in the 
ones place or to the nearest five. Rarely is the word 
about used as pan of a response nor do explanations 
of estimation strategies mention the use of a 
referent. 

Many people are confused about guessing and 
estimating and the language that is used with these 
terms. Some authors of crossword puzzles give the 
same meaning to guess and estimate or they equate 
estimation with making a rough guess. Some teachers 
use descriptors like good, logical and rough when 
students are requested to make a guess or when 
guesses are categorized; for example, "That's a good 
guess." I have heard "guesstimate'' used as part of a 
request (how confusing is that?), and student teachers 
ask young students to estimate without telling them 
what that means. 

An anicle about lions in the May 15, 2006, Van
couver S1111 stated, "Estimated numher of those attacks 
that are fatal: 66." Air Canada's website (www.air
canada.com/en/about/fleet/a3 l 9-l 00xm.html) states 
that the range of one Airbus is 4,442 km. How many 
test pilots were lost to determine this result? How was 
the distance that smokers must keep between them
selves and a gas pump determined and at what cost'7 
The sign informs us that it is 7 .5 m. Reporting results 
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in this fashion is inappropriate, and the statements 
indicate a lack of number sense. 

The learning outcomes related to estimation in 
the new curriculum can resolve the existing issues 
related to estimation and making statements about 
numbers. 

Problem Solving 

Students are expected to develop and apply new 
mathematical knowledge through problem solving. 
The previous curriculum (Ministry of Education 
1995, 2) states: "Students must learn the skills of 
effective problem solving, including the ability to 
communicate solutions, so that they will become 
reasoning, thinking individuals able to contribute to 
society." An impressive sounding statement indeed, 
but what are the skills of ef

f

ective problem solving? 
How is effective defined? How arc solutions to be 
communicated ancl why? How does sharing solutions 
contribute to becoming reasoning, thinking people 
who are able to contribute to society? Docs any data 
exist to indicate that the students who went through 
the system reached any of the ambitious goals in
cluded in the statement'? This example is included to 
reiterate the need for specificity of language. 

Teaching through problem solving represents a 
major change from the previous curriculum and re
quires special strategies. questioning techniques and 
assessment procedures. Open-ended questions and 
high-order thinking questions are essential. All the 
different types of student responses need to be ac
commodated (Liedtke 20 I 0). 

Mathematical Reasoning 

Students are expected to develop mathematical 
reasoning. The goals included under Reasoning 
Mathematically in the previous curriculum (p 3) in
clude "Mathematics instruction should help students 
develop confidence in their ability to reason and to 
justify their thinking'' and '·Mathematics should make 
sense, be logical, and be enjoyable." Without elabora
tion it is impossible to interpret logical and enjoyable 
as part of a goal. 

At one time student teachers were asked to write 
specific learning outcomes for the cognitive and the 
affective domain. Some students tried to transfer this 
to my courses and on their lesson plans recorded as 
a goal, "The students will enjoy the lesson." After a 
smile, I completed these outcomes with "or else'' 
(with an apology to the student and an explanation). 
The previous WNCP included the specific outcome, 
"Students will enjoy optical illusions." It is impossible 
to be se1ious about this outcome in attempting to reach 
it with a group of students and then assessing it! 
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The criteria for mathematical reasoning I have 
adopted (Greenwood 1993, 144) include "everything 
should make sense," "getting unstuck on one's own," 
"ability to identify errors in answers, use of materials 
and thinking," "using a minimum of counting, and 
rote pencil and paper computations," and ''being will
ing to try another strategy.'' My data led me to con
clude that students have not reached these goals. The 
strategies and questioning techniques that are required 
for teaching through problem solving will contribute 
to the development of mathematical reasoning. 

Technology 

Students are expected to select and use technology 
as tools for learning and solving problems. The new 
curriculum (Alberta Education 2006, 9) includes a 
list of possible uses for calculators and computers. 
The following are key entries of this list for the ele
mentary grades: 

• Develop number sense: Any activities that can
contribute to the development of number sense
will be of benefit to students.

• Develop personal strategies for mathematical
operations: Questions can be posed that lead
students to develop their own strategies and
contribute to other aspects of learning as well;
that is. number sense, flexible thinking.

• Explore and demonstrate mathematical relation
ships: Students can use the calculator to test and
describe results of tests.

Visualization 

Students are expected to develop visualization 
skills to help them process information, make con
nections and solve problems. This critical component 
requires elaboration. What are specific examples of 
visualization skills? How do these skills help students 
process information and what kinds of information'? 
What arc examples of the connections that are facili
tated? How do the skills assist in problem solving? 
The discussion under Visualization in the WNCP 
(Alberta Education 2006) does not provide any an
swers. In fact. it includes other statements that require 
definitions, specific examples or both. For example. 
how many readers would visualize the following 
statement in the same way'? "The use of visualization 
provides students with opportunities to understand 
concepts and make connections among them" (p 9). 

Interactions with groups of students and with in
dividuals during interviews or discussions have 
provided me with data that support the conclusion 
that many students are unable to visualize. This is not 
surprising, because visualization is not mentioned 
or explicitly dealt with in the previous cu1Ticulum. 
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However, what is surprising is that reference to de
veloping or demonstrating number sense is part of 
every grade level though there are no references to 
ability to visualize number, a key aspect of number 
sense. Visualization is essential for making mathemat
ics meaningful. Fostering students' ability to visualize 
requires special strategies. 

The New Curriculum-
Possible Impact on Students 

Despite entries that lack the necessary specificity, 
the inclusion of undefined terms, and subjective state
ments, translating the new curriculum into action can 
make mathematics meaningful for students. However, 
this positive effect depends on several factors related 
to teaching and assessment. 

Reaching the goals that are part of any major cur
riculum change depends on appropriate professional 
development for those whose task it is to translate the 
ClllTiculum into action. Professional development is 
required that shows how to make the critical compo
nents a must part of a mathematics program. 

Professional Development 

The essential components of this development 
must deal with strategies that are new or may differ 
from those employed to translate the previous cur
riculum into action. That means the focus should be 
on "Developing ability to visualize, learning through 
problem solving, and 'fluency· with estimation and 
mental mathematics" (Alberta Education 2006, 6), 
on "Attaching meaning to what is learned" (p 2) that 
implies the acquisition of conceptual knowledge and 
on the "opportunity to develop personal strategies" 
(p 6). Since number sense is the key foundation of 
numeracy, the accommodation of key aspects of 
number sense as part of ongoing teaching must be 
isolated and addressed. The critical components and 
the goals of the new curriculum require that the ap
propriate assessment strategies be discussed. 

Development of Visualization 

Visualization is an important component of all 
aspects of sense making. especially number sense 
(the key foundation for numeracy). spatial sense (a 
requisite for the ability to solve problems) and 
problem-solving ability in general. The following 
examples illustrate the importance of the ability to 
visualize. As far as number sense is concerned, when 
students hear the names for numbers (whole numbers, 
fractions. decimals, integers) or see numerals, they 
should be able to "see" the numbers behind these munes. 
This ability is illustrated by the Grade 5 student. who 
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as part of her explanation that involved relating frac
tions included the phrase, "I see it in my brain.'' 
Without the ability to visualize numbers or "see the 
numbers in one's brain," and without being able to 
think flexibly about numbers and numerals. it is very 
difficult, if not impossible. to reach some of the major 
learning outcomes in the new curriculum. 

The focus of a lesson with a group of Grade l 
students last year was on recognizing, visualizing and 
relating numbers. For one type of task, one student 
showed the age of a younger sibling (two) and another 
his age (seven). Sample questions that were posed to 
the group included: "Show and quietly name a number 
close to two." "Show and name a different number 
that is just as close," ''Show and name a number be
tween two and seven that is close to seven," ''Show 
and name a different number between two and seven," 
"Show and name a number greater than seven that is 
not close to seven,'' and ''Show an even number between 
two and seven" (I had watched the students talk about 
and illustrate even numbers as sharing numbers). 

Another task involved an attempt to identify a 
mystery number. After each hint was presented-for 
example, "The number is between two and nine"-the 
students were requested to show what they thought 
the number or numbers could and could not be. Dur
ing the procedure a boy in the front row looked up 
and asked. "How old are you anyway?" This was a 
legitimate question considering the age of his teacher 
and the age of the even younger student teacher. I 
asked him to guess. "81," he said. "How about 18 I," 
I answered to which he uttered a drawn out, "Oh." I 
am still curious about the discussion that might have 
taken place at the dinner table about the old teacher 
who taught about mathematics. 

The ability to visualize has to be a focus for whole 
numbers. decimals, fractions and integers. The role 
of visualization as part of spatial sense, number sense 
and problem-solving ability is illustrated by such 
abilities as translating a problem or an equation 
into a diagram that indicates the meaning of the 
numbers, the intended order and/or the intended ac
tion or actions. A lack of ability to visualize the ap
propriate type of division accounts for the inability 
to create a meaningful word problem for equations 
like I¾""" ½ = f ]. 

Why do so many students lack the ability to visual
ize? Possible reasons include lack of specific goals 
for lessons. inappropriate practice and assessment, 
ineffective use and/or lack of use of materials. use of 
nonspecific and incorrect language, and insufficient 
introductions to operations and procedures (Leidtke 
2007). The majority of these shortcomings are ad
dressed in the new curriculum. 
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Opportunities to Learn 
Through Problem Solving 

One assumption for learning through problem 
solving is that it is better to solve a problem in many 
ways than to solve many problems in the same way. 
Teaching through problem solving presents chal
lenges because it requires special teaching strategies 
and questioning techniques, the ability to accommo
date different types of responses from students and 
special assessment techniques. Questions must be 
asked that allow students to use what they know to 
calculate an answer in a new way. Learning new ideas 
through problem solving ensures that these ideas are 
meaningful. 

Number Sense the Key for Numeracy 

Why do so many responses from students and 
adults indicate a lack of number sense? An examina
tion of entries related to number sense in the previous 
curriculum indicates the following problems: key 
aspects are not identified, possible strategies for fos
tering the development of number sense are not sug
gested. activity settings for the key aspects are not 
identified. practice appropriate for the key aspects is 
not illustrated. assessment strategies and suggestions 
for reporting to parents are missing, and settings that 
could be detrimental to a development of number 
sense arc not identified. The main aspects of number 
sense include visualizing number, recognizing num
ber without having to count, flexible thinking about 
number and numerals, estimating number, relating 
numbers or numerals, and connecting numbers or 
numerals. The accommodation of these aspects re
quires special classroom settings and appropriate 
practice and needs to become part of ongoing 
teaching. 

Ability to visualize. learning through problem 
solving and number sense are interrelated and are 
essential for the acquisition and development of 
conceptual understanding. a major goal of mathemat
ics teaching and learning. Conceptual understanding 
facilitates new learning. This understanding is fos
ten�d in settings where students are allowed to com
municate their reasoning orally as well as in writing. 
Communication in the mathematics classroom is es
sential (Elliott and Garnett 2008). Research resu Its 
( Hiebert 2000. 43 7) indicate ·'that instruction can 
emphasize conceptual understanding without sacrific
ing skill proficiency." 

Number sense is essential because it is a requisite 
for major goals of the new curriculum that include 
mental mathematics strategics for the basic facts, 
estimation and mental mathematics strategies for the 
operations, pl:'rsonal algorithms or strategies for 
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computational procedures, and "fluency" with estima
tion and mental mathematics. 

Professional development needs to focus on strate
gies and settings that are conducive to the develop
ment of number sense and conceptual understanding 
since this development is vital to making mathematics 
meaningful. 

Selected Issues Related to Assessment 

A new curriculum framework that includes com
ponents that students must encounter requires discus
sions and reflections about specific learning out
comes, teaching strategies and assessment techniques 
as well as possible reporting procedures about the 
key goals and components. During a discussion 
among teachers, school boards and the ministry about 
the assessment data that is collected annually from 
Grades 4 and 7 BC student�. one board member ob
served that present test results "are too narrow an 
assessment to measure the overall state of student 
achievement'' (Sherlock 2010). 

Assessment instruments arc required that yield 
information about students· ability to think and to 
think mathematically. Data about how students think 
is essential not only for reports to caretakers but also 
for meaningful intervention. Some assessment instru
ments do not yield any meaningful data about the 
critical components and key goals for students; that 
is. multiple-choice tests. 

Any attempt to collect assessment data about the 
critical components of the curriculum requires ap
propriate and fair assessment items. Many assessment 
items students face lack these characteristics. This is 
tme for all types of tests (Liedtke 1005 ). Simple ques
tions that identify one answer as the correct response 
or ask students to select a response from several 
choices do not yield any meaningful data. For ex
ample, Which does not belong? Which one is differ
ent'? Which one comes next? Which one is incorrect 
(correct)? Which statement is true (false)? These 
simple questions can be very unfair because students 
must guess what an author was thinking. For example, 
consider any item that shows part of a repeating or 
growing pattern and the question, "What comes 
next?" Since a repeating pattern can be extended in 
many ways and can easily be changed to increasing 
patterns. identifying one correct response can punish 
many students who are flexible in their thinking. If it 
is an author's intent to look for one correct response. 
specific instrnctions are required. 

At the end of presentations to parents about such 
ideas as confidence building. risk taking and flexible 
thinking. some will share concerns about their chil
dren. Anxiety that is caused by timed basic fact tests 
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(for example, mad minute) is a frequent concern. Last 
year one mother told a story about her Grade 5 son, 
whose response to the request to extend a pattern was 
marked incorrect. After he explained his thinking to 
his mother, he shared the conclusion, "I think my 
teacher has lost her imagination." 

The following further illustrates examples of inap
propriate types of requests that identify one response 
as correct. Several friends forwarded an e-mail of a 
four-item one-minute test. They had failed the test 
and wondered whether or not I could pass it. Not one 
sender commented about the fonnat of the items, nor 
did others who looked at them. People automatically 
assume that if items appear on a test they must be 
appropriate. Three of the items are mathematical: 

Continue this sequence in a logical way: M T W 
T 
Correct this formula with a single stroke: 5 + S + 
S = S50

Draw a rectangle with three lines: 

Some authors of test items assume that the one exten
sion for sequences they have in mind is logical and 
others are not. Could it be, to quote the Grade S stu
dent, that these authors have lost their imagination? 
Students who are taught through problem solving, 
who are confident risk takers. and who persevere and 
exhibit curiosity (all goals of the curriculum) will be 
able to present different logical ways of extending 
this sequence other than thinking of what an author 
has in mind, in this case, days of the week. According 
to the author, the correct response to the second item 
involves drawing a segment to change the first plus 
sign to 4. It is just as easy to change the "equal" to a 
"is not equal" sign. 

These examples illustrate a few concerns about 
some types of assessment. If only one response is 
identified as correct and is expected, appropriate 
detailed instructions are required. 

The third example illustrates the use of incorrect 
terminology or language in the request as well as in 
the answer. Three segments are shown in the interior 
of a rectangular region. Is the use of inappropriate or 
incorrect language an unusual occurrence? The an
swer to the question might surprise a few people 
(Liedtke 2005). 

A columnist of the local newspaper wrote the 
Foundations Skills Assessment (FSA) test for Grade 
4 and included the following item in his report: "The 
students will take a bus 62 km to a nature park. The 
bus travels at 40 km/h. About how long will the trip 
take?" For many ESL students the answer would be 
60 km or 62 km or none of the above, depending on 
the choices that are provided. 
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The framework of the new curriculum requires a 
careful look at the types of questions that appear on 
assessment instruments. Perhaps the critical compo
nents of the new curriculum require a focus on Foun
dations Ideas Assessment rather than on Foundations 
Skills. If such a test is administered at the beginning 
of the year, teachers could use the results to make 
instructional adjustments and plan effective IEPs for 
students who require them. Everyone could come out 
a winner' 

Looking Back from the Future 

Here are some questions that should be part of a 
backward glance five or ten years after the implemen
tation of the new curriculum: 
• Does observable and measurable data exist that

show that students encountered the critical com
ponents of the curriculum?

• Is there evidence that the goals for students were
or are reached?

• Did the new curriculum provide the ·•new approach
to math" that columnist Hume suggested7

• Did the new curriculum reduce the need for tutors
as was suggested by a former BC minister of
education?

• Were there noticeable changes in assessment pro
cedures and reporting to parents?

• Did commercial tutoring companies focus on the
critical components of the curriculum or did they
continue to present and assess procedural learning?

• Are there some who claim that perhaps the goals
in the new curriculum are too high?

Speculations About Answers to the Questions 

The new curriculum presents an opportunity to 
have a positive and lasting impact and to make math
ematics meaningful for students. For many teachers 
the ability to make mathematics meaningful for stu
dents will depend on the professional development 
that is provided. This development must focus on 
characteristics of classroom settings, teaching strate
gies and assessment techniques that centre on devel
opment of visualization, learning through problem 
solving, and developing number sense and conceptual 
understanding. 

It took a lot of time. effort and money to produce 
the new curriculum. However, it has been introduced 
without setting aside the monies required for support 
services during implementation and for final editing 
of the answers that are predictable for most students. 
As a result of a period of cutbacks. future researchers 
and columnists will likely conclude that nothing has 
changed and it's time to take a new approach to math. 
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ls there a possible solution? Perhaps monies 
need to be set aside at the outset of a revision for 
professional inservice. As well, textbook publishers 
must explain and illustrate the teaching and assess
ment strategies that are required for accommodating 
the critical components and general goals of the 
program. 
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Research in and Development of 
School Mathematics: 

Delving Deeper into Concepts to 
Revitalize the Mathematics Taught and 

Learned in Schools 

Jerome Proulx 

Contextualizing the Research 
Mathematics teaching and learning happen every 

school day. Albeit sometimes celebrated and advocated 
for, most mathematics teaching and learning are often 
questioned, criticized or negatively judged by people 
involved in mathematics education. These criticisms 
have often led these same people to call for changes to 
how mathematics is taught and learned in classrooms. 
It has always seemed odd to me that these criticisms 
are addressed mainly to teachers and their teaching prac
tice. For me, as a mathematics education researcher, 
the problem has always been something else. To con
textuali7.e this better, I offer you this quote from French 
didactician of mathematics. Guy Brousseau: 

I am never critical toward teaching as it is prac
ticed. If you see 200 000 teachers doing the same 
thing and it looks stupid to you, it is not because 
there arc 200 000 stupid people. It is because there 
is a phe11omn1011 that orients this same type of 
reaction in these people. And it is this phe11ome11on 
that we need to understand . ... We won't improve 
it with an ideology, nor by moralizing to teachers. 
(Brousseau 1988; my translation) 

It is this "phenomenon,'' this "something else.'' that 
the research project I report on in this paper attempts 
to address.In short, the underlying belief of this proj
ect is that it is not the people who are problematic in 
mathematics teaching and learning. but the mathemat
ics itself: the problem resides in the mathematics being 
taught and learned and not how it is taught or learned. 
My entry into the problem is, therefore, mathematical. 

This paper outlines the significance of this research 
for the continuing improvement of mathematics 
teaching and learning. I explain the various phases of 
the research to give the reader an idea of the approach. 
Then. through this, I report on the specific project 
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conducted, focused on the notion of area of planar 
figures. and discuss the resu Its and products of this 
research orientation and their outcomes for the teach
ing practice. 

The Research Approach: 
Delving Deeper into the 
Mathematics 

The intention to address the mathematics being 
taught and learned in schools came as a result of di
verse reform movements in mathematics that advo
cated for "less mathematics, but deeper," to promote 
more conceptual forms of understandings in students. 
But what does it mean to go deeper into the mathemat
ics? It is this question that this research project ex
plored, taking the notion of area of planar figures as 
a specific example. 

In this project. the choice of area of planar figures 
as an example to work on was based on personal 
interest and on my teaching experience in secondary 
schools, where I have often been unsatisfied with the 
treatment of this topic. Area is often seen as an easy 
topic simply consisting of helping students memorize 
a number of diverse formulas. Thus, learning area is 
pinned down to knowing and memorizing formulas, 
recognizing which ones to use and applying them in 
a problem. Consider this typical quote taken from the 
Purplernath website (www.purplemath.com/modules/ 
geoform.htm) addressed to learners: 

Some instrnctors like to give all needed geomet
ric formulas. so your test will have a listing of 
anything you might need. But not all instructors 
are this way, and you can't just expect a new in
structor ... to give you all this information. Ask 
your instructors for their policies, but remember 
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that there does come a point (high school? SAT? 
ACT? College? "real life"?) at which you will be 
expected to have learned at least some of these 
basic formulas. Start memorizing now! 
Thus. the central question of this research project 

became, what would it mean to work deeper in area 
of planar figures? To address this question, a number 
of phases were designed. I report on them below. 

Phase 1 : What Is Out There? 

Interesting as it may seem as a research orientation. 
wanting to delve deeper in mathematics supposes that 
one has some awareness of the mathematics usually 
worked on in schools. This led to the consideration 
of what is out there in the area of planar figures. Thus. 
the first phase of the research reviewed various forms 
of textbooks and curricular materials to gather a sense 
of what is out there concerning the teaching and 
learning of area of planar figures. 

This review of Grades 4 to 8 resources revealed a 
somewhat poor treatment of the notion of area of 
planar figures. From most of the resources reviewed, 
three important tendencies could be highlighted: 

I. A n  explicit and important focus given to area
formulas of planar figures, which were either
given. constructed or explained

2. A large number of isolated formulas. one for
each planar figure; for example, rectangle [Lxl].

parallelogram [Bx/zl, square [s�], rhombus

[(Dxd)
J 

"d[(8+b)xh]--- , trapezm 
:: 2 

3. A focus placed on numerical calculations of
areas for the planar figures, often triggered by
a command, such as "Calculate the area of the
following rectangle.''

It was therefore felt that area received a rather poor 
treatment through these various resources. Thus, the 
project's central question was again brought to the 
fore: what would it mean to work deeper in area of 
planar figures than what these resources already offer? 
The challenge was to delve into the topic and draw 
out more of it than this review outlined to enrich 
mathematically the concept of area of planar figures. 
This paved the way for the second phase of the re
search concerning the development of a deeper ap
proach to the concept of area of planar figures. 

Phase 2: Digging into and 
Developing the Mathematics 

As mentioned. the challenge was to probe into the 
concept of area to draw out an approach that enriched 
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its treatment. Therefore, the work centred on exploring, 
making sense and delving into the mathematical 
concept of area of planar figures to unpack some of 
its underlying meanings. relations and subtleties often 
hidden within it. 

However, it is important to note that this work was 
explicitly seen as being able to produce/develop only 
one of the many possible approaches to the concept 
of area of planar figures, as many other ideas could 
be explored. The intention was not to develop all 
possible treatments for area of planar figures but to 
offer one rich approach to illustrate what it could 
mean to delve deeper into a topic of study (here, with 
area of planar figures taken as an example). 

Two important issues emerge from the overabun
dance of formulas, numbers and calculations in the 
study of area: (I) the absence of geometry and (2) the 
enormous number of isolated and disconnected for
mulas to memorize. Richard Skemp discusses this 
second issue: 

There is a seeming paradox here, in that it is cer
tainly harder to learn. It is certainly easier for pupils 
to learn that "area of a triangle=½ base x height" 
than to learn why this is so. But they then have to 
learn separate rules for triangles, rectangles, paral
lelograms. trapeziums: whereas relational under
standing consists partly in seeing all of these in 
relation to the area of a rectangle. It is still desirable 
to know the separate rules: one does not want to 
have to derive them afresh everytime [sic]. But 
knowing also how they are inter-related enables 
one to remember them as parts of a connected 
whole, which is easier. (Skemp 1978, 12-13) 1 

These issues triggered specific guidelines in the 
research inquiry for developing the approach that 
would de) ve deeper into area of planar figures: (I) 
attempting to go back to and work in geometry in 
area of planar figures and (2) finding a way to draw 
out the links existing between the usual area formulas. 
To illustrate where these guidelines led the work, I 
offer a glimpse at ideas that were brought together 
for del\'ing into area of planar figures. (However. 
because of space constraints I cannot go into great 
length about these ideas, so I refer the r;ader to three 
other papers that were produced on these ideas: 
Proulx 2007; Proulx 2008; Proulx and Pimm 2008). 

A Glimpse at the Ideas 
Developed for Area of Planar 
Figures 

Let's begin by introducing a mathematical prin
ciple that influenced the inquiry: the Cavalieri principle. 
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This principle, for planar figures and solids, asserts 
that: 

If between the same parallels any two plane figures 
are constructed. and if in them, any straight lines 
being drawn equidistant from the parallels, the 
included portions of any one of these lines are 
equal, the plane figures are also equal to one an
other; and if between the same parallel planes any 
solid figures are constructed, and if in them, any 
planes being drawn equidistant from the parallel 
planes, the included plane figures out of any one 
of the planes so drawn are equal, the solid figures 
are likewise equal to one another . ... The figures 
so compared let us call analogues, the solid as well 
as the plane, ... (Cavalieri 1653) 

Gray (1987, l 3) expresses the two-dimensional 
aspects of the Cavalieri principle as follows: 

The principle asserts that two plane figures have 
the same area if they are between the same paral
lels, and any line drawn parallel to the two given 
lines cuts off equal chords in each figure. 

Figure I offers an illustration of the Cavalieri prin
ciple with two plane figures: 

Informally, the principle asserts that if you cut each 
polygon horizontally at the same height and each 
chord obtained is of equal length, then the two poly
gons are of the same area. To make the comparison, 
both polygons need to be the same height; if not, the 
comparison appears not possible because one polygon 
would be cut where there would not be any of the 
other polygon left to cut. 

When used for the study of area, the Cavalieri prin
ciple allows for insightful comparisons between figures, 
and in that sense appears helpful in establishing geo
metric links and relating planar figures. For example, 
one can establish links between rectangles and paral
lelograms (of same base and same height), where both 
figures lie between the same parallels (see Figure 2). 

The 2-D version of the Cavalieri principle helps 
us also to see "families of planar figures;'' for ex
ample, a family of rectangle and parallelograms of 
same area. To see this, let the parallelogram be as 
slanted as you want: any parallelogram with the same 
height and same base would have the same area, 
because each cross-section is always of the same 
length, creating the equivalent family of rectangles 
and parallelograms (Figure 3). 

Figure 1. An Illustration of the Cavalieri Principle in Two Dimensions 

·······························•······ ..... ______ ........................................... .......... ,.,...-------., .................................. _ ........... . 1-------1--------------- _____ __, 

I 1-------1--------- ------ �
\....

-----�
\... 1-------1-----------------�·�----�, 

t-------1------------------·1-------I
' , 

············································-----....a.=�·=··�·=··�·=··�·=�� - - - - - . j·�------4-' 

Figure 2. Using the Cavalieri Principle with a Rectangle and a Parallelogram 

Figure 3. Family of Rectangle and Parallelograms 

f···················· . ··············l 
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A parallelogram thus possesses an associated 
rectangle, which has the same base and same height, 
implying that the area of a parallelogram can be ob
tained through the same formula as for rectangles: 

Area of the 

parallelogram 
length of 

= the base X height

The Cavalieri principle, and families of parallelo
grams, of

f

ers an interesting entry into rhombuses and 
squares. Obviously the square. frequently defined as 
a rectangle with four equal sides, is directly related 
to the preceding formula of Areo= /Josex l!etgh1. 
Thus, this prevents the need for inventing a specific 
formula for the square (often given withs!), a preven
t ion that in fact strengthens the I ink between the 
square and the rectangle. 

The rhombus can be defined as a parallelogram 
that possesses all identical sides and therefore can be 
seen as part of a family of parallelogram and directly 
associated with a specific rectangle (having the same 

base and height as the rhombus). However, defining 
a rhombus as a parallelogram raises some questions 
concerning the usual "data" given to calculate its area. 
Diagonals are usually provided (or to be found) for 
finding the area of the rhombus; its formula being in 
fact directly related to it [ (�rll]_ Hence, defining the 
rhombus as a parallelogram-leads one to aim for the 
"base" and ''height" of the rhombus, something quite 
unusual for rhombuses.' However, one has to ac
knowledge that this strengthens the link between 
rhombuses, parallelograms. squares and rectangles; 
a link that, in addition. simplifies the various formulas 
for these four planar figures by providing a single and 
general formula for them: .Areo= /Josex heigh!. 

Concerning families, the same thing can be said 
for triangles. where all triangles with the same base 
and height are part of the same family, be they as 
slanted as one wants (Figure 4 or Figure 5). 

It is also possible to establish a family of trape
wids, where the small base slides on the same plane, 
producing a family of trapezoids with the same base 
and the same height (Figure 6). 

Figure 4. A Family of Triangles with Same Height and Same Base 

I 
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Figure 5. Another Representation of a Family of Triangles 
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Figure 6. A Family of Trapezoids with Same Height and Same Base 
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Moreover, as the family of trapezoids gets estab
lished, it is interesting to note that a trapezoid is in
deed defined as "a quadrilateral with two sides paral
lel" (see, for example, Wolfram Math World website 
http://mathworld.wolfram.com), which takes into 
account not only standard trapezoids that we are often 
used to seeing (Figure 7) but also any quadrilateral 
that has a pair of opposite sides that are parallel, which 
are indeed trapezoids, without being parallelograms 
(Figure 8)'. 

In that sense, the family is composed of any quad
rilateral that has the same height and a pair of opposite 

and parallel sides, making the family of trapezoids 
look like the following (Figure 9). 

One notices. however, that no family of equivalent 
trapezoids contains a rectangle. However, there is a 
fixed relationship between a trapezoid and its associ
ated rectangle. By rotating the rectangular trapezoid 
(that is part of any trapezoid family) about the mid
point of the remaining slant side, a rectangle that is 
the double of the trapezoid is produced (Figure 10), 
establishing a significant relationship between trap
ezoids and rectangles. Trapezoids become perceived 
as the half of a related rectangle that has the same 

Figure 7. Some Examples of Standard Trapezoids 

_L ____ �
L 

Figure 8. Another Type of Trapezoid 

_/_ __ / 
Figure 9. A Family of Trapezoids with Nonstandard Ones 

, .. . . .................. � 
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Figure 10. Two Copies of a Right Trapezoid Creating a Rectangle 
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height and a base equal to the sum of both the trap
ezoid's bases. 

This helps establish a relationship between trap
ezoids and rectangles, where the trapezoid is seen as a 
half of its associated rectangle (with same height and 
a base being the sum of both trapezoid's bases). 

Area of area of the associated rectangle 
½X (same height and base is the sum of = 

trapezoid 
the two bases of the trapezoid) 

+ 
Area of 

½X (Length of 
X height)trapezoid both bases 

Like trapezoids, there are no rectangles in the 
triangle's family either (see Figures 4 and 5). But, 
again, it is possible to establish a relationship between 
the right-angled triangle and its associated rectangle. 
which is once more the double of it obtained as well 
by rotation about the midpoint of the hypotenuse (see 
Figure 11 ). As well, this rotation or double of the 
triangle can lead triangles to be called "half rectan
gles," a connotation that emphasizes the relationship 
between a triangle and its associated rectangle (see 
for example, Jamski 1978). 

Figure 11. Two Copies of a Right-Angled 
Triangle Forming a Rectangle 

............................ ------� ............................................ .. 
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·· 
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At the level of formulas, this offers a specific con
ceptualization because the triangle is not defined
anymore in regard to its own formula [ 18:h> ] but
mainly in its relationship with its associated rectangle 
[½ of rectangle]. Subtle as it may seem, it provides 
the occasion to draw out a strong link between the 
rectangle and all other planar figures mentioned 
above. The triangle is therefore defined in relation to 
its relationship with its associated rectangle; that is, 
as being half of the area of a rectangle that has the 
same height and the same base. 

Area of 
triangle 

= 1/: X area of
2 

associated rectangle 

A�ea of' = ½ X (Length of X height)
triangle base 

The glimpse at some of the ideas presented above il
lustrates how the approach developed for conceptualizing 
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more deeply the area of planar figures offers a differ
ent view. 1t can transform one ·s view of the area of 
planar figures far away from a calculational view 
(Thompson et al 1994) and from a collection of dis
connected formulas. In addition to attempting to 
strengthen the existing link between figures and their 
formulas, this approach grounded these links in geo
metrical aspects, an approach different from a view 
focused on numbers and calculations for area. 

However, this conceptual work was still incom
plete. The project intended to work on a more concrete 
phase, structured around the construction of physical 
devices that would support the approach aimed at 
delving into the concept of area of planar figures. 
Thus, a third phase was designed and consisted of 
building devices and materials that would embody 
and support the mathematical ideas and issues devel
oped in phase 2 of the project. 1 present a number of 
the designed devices below. 

Phase 3: Building the 
Supporting Devices4

Device 1: Variations Keeping the 
Area Constant 

This device was designed to show, dynamically, that 
the area stays constant as one moves from left to right 
or right to left the upper base of the figure (for a quad
rilateral) or the vertex (for a triangle). One important 
mathematical property that can be drawn out of this device 
is that for quadrilaterals, for example, any parallelo
gram with equal bases and equal height is of the same 
area independently of how slanted it is (in relation to 
Figure 3). It can also help to show that this family of 
equivalent-area parallelograms can be related to the 
rectangle with same base and same height. For the 
triangle, it also can be related to a right-angled tri
angle of the same base and same height (in relation 
to Figures 4 and 5). As well. the same could be rep
resented for trapezoids in relation to Figures 6 and 9. 

Device 2: Variations Keeping the 
Perimeter, But Not the Area, Constant 

This device was built to contrast with Device 1. 
where the variation changes the area while keeping 
the perimeter constant. Albeit similar work can be 
done with geostrips, the decrease in area can be shown 
in relation to the black rectangle drawn on the back 
of the device offering something to compare the new 
area with. Thus. as one varies the angles, the area of 
the rectangle decreases in comparison with the black
initial rectangle that had the same area as the white 
rectangle when all angles were at 90 degrees. 
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Device 1: Variations Keeping the Area Constant 

Device 2: Variations Keeping the Perimeter, But Not the Area, Constant 

Device 3: An Accumulation of Cross-sections 
Device 3 shows aspects of the Cavalieri principle 

in regard to cross-sections of equal length that can be 
taken from a figure (between a rectangle and a paral
lelogram) in relation to Figures 1 and 2. The stripes 
or cross-sections can be tossed aside to create a paral
lelogram (or another figure) that keeps the same area. 

Device 4: The Area of the Rhombus 
C alculated as the Area of a Parallelogram 

Device 4 illustrates how to overcome the difficulty 
of considering the rhombus as a parallelogram in 

regard to the data given to calculate its area (normally 
its diagonals). It shows that a rhombus, for which 
one does not know the length of its side and thus 
cannot compute its height using the parallelogram/ 
rectangle formula of base x height, can be reorgan
ized to create a parallelogram for which the long 
diagonal is the base and half of the small diagonal 
is the height. This device intends to help link the 
rhombus with parallelograms and rectangles to con
tinue contrasting with the need to opt for having a 
different and disconnected formula for the rhombus. 
See Figure 12. 

Figure 12. Reorganizing a Rhombus into Another Parallelogram, Using the Device Developed 

•, 
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Device 5: The Relation Between 
Trapezoids and Rectangles 

This device illustrates the idea of Figure IO in order 
to see, through doubling the figure, that twice a trap
ezoid constitutes a rectangle ( or a parallelogram if 
the trapezoid is not a right-angled one). Hence, this 
uses the ratio of l :2 between the trapezoid and the 
rectangle that has the same height and a base consti
tuted ;f the sum of the trapezoid's bases, supporting 
the idea that the area of a trapezoid can be calculated 
in relation to the rectangle (again setting aside the 
need for another specific formula for the trapezoid). 

Device 6: The Relation Between 
Triangles and Rectangles 

In the same vein as for the trapezoid, this de\'ice 
suppot1s the idea of the triangle as half of_lhe rectangle
with the same base and same height (Illustrated tn 
Figure 11 ). This device, however, embodies a very 
specific case, the one with a right-angled t�oscel_es
trianole leading to a square (one could think ot a 

0 
. . variation in the triangle used, leading to vanous rect-

angles and parallelograms that would be the double 
of area). 

Device 7: Variations on the Triangle 

This device was built in the same spirit as Device 2, 
but for triangles to contrast with Device I that keeps 

the area constant in the case of the triangle. Here, it 
shows a different sort of family of triangles: isosceles 
trianoles with the same equal sides and a third one 

0 
. . that varies. This leads us to ask probing questions; 

for example, which triangle in the family has the 
bigger area? (see Figure 13 inspired_ by A�ital and
Barbeau 1991 ). What happens to a tnangle in terms 
of area when only one side varies? 

Thus, those devices were built to support the ideas 
put forth in Phase 2 of the project. Specifically, t�ey 
were designed to draw out the geometric pro�ert1es 
in regard to area through a dynamic interplay _wtth �he
devices (changes, variations. constants, relat1onsh1ps 

Figure 13. Another Sort of Family of 
Triangles: The Isosceles Triangles 

Obtained Through a Variation of the 
Angle Joining Both Equal Sides 

Device 3: An Accumulation of Cross-Sections 

Device 4: The Area of the Rhombus Calculated as the Area of a Parallelogram 
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between figures, families and so on), and supporting 
the "delving deeper approach" to area of planar fig
ures developed. 

Final Remarks 

The development reported on about area of planar 
figures, specifically using the Cavalieri principle, 
brings forth the interrelations between the usually 
studied planar figures at a geometrical level. It also 
links these figures through their formulas, instead of 
having numerous area formulas to make sense of or 
memorize. Whereas the study of the many different 
formulas tends to isolate figures from each other, this 
geometrical approach helps to reunite them and 
stimulate significant reasoning for the concept of area. 

This sort of work on delving deeper in mathemati
cal concepts, where only the example of area of planar 
figures was offered, appears important to stimulate 
the development of rich mathematical reasoning that 
enables a deeper understanding of mathematical 
concepts. This said. continuous work must be con
ducted along those lines as area of planar figures 
appear only as one of many topics in school mathe
matics that can be delved into and from which richer 
mathematics can be brought forth. For example, 
similar work has been conducted in a project led by 

Elaine Simmt around systems of equations (for details 
on the work done and its outcomes, see Proulx et al 
2008) as well as a project I have led on the study of 
trigonometry (reported in Proulx 2003). 

In each of these projects, the outcomes led to 
questioning the study of mathematical topics and the 
orientation they received in the curriculum. As men
tioned, it is not the people who teach or learn math
ematics who are problematic, it is mathematics itself. 
Thus, how can school mathematics topics be enriched 
and dug into deeper to revitalize the teaching and 
learning of mathematics in schools7 Paying attention 
to the development of school mathematical concepts 
appears to be a fruitful line of inquiry in mathematics 
education in relation to the goal for continuing en
hancement and revitalization of the teaching and 
learning of mathematics in classrooms. 

Mathematics needs mathematicians to continue to 
evolve as a field of study. Perhaps what schools need 
are not mathematicians but school mathematicians: 
people who probe into the mathematics of the cur
riculum. Simply put, there is a lot of mathematics to 
delve into and develop within school mathematics. 
We need people to work intensely on these issues to 
enhance and revitalize the teaching and learning of 
mathematics in schools. This project has attempted 
to move toward that goal. 

Device 5: The Relation Between Trapezoids and Rectangles 

Device 6: The Relation Between Triangles and Rectangles 
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Device 7: Variations on the Triangle 

Notes 

1. A rapid Internet search concerning area formulas yields a
ho1Ti f ying list or numerous and different formulas for the area of 
rlanar figures, giving the impression that planar figures like rect
angles. parallelograms. rhomhuses and squares are \'ery different 
figures requiring very di1Terc111 trcatmcnls concerning their area. 

2. In this case, it is possihle 10 transform the rhomhus with long
diagonal D and short diagonal cl in a parallelogram of hase D and 
ol height d/2; a parallelogram then associ.:ncd with a rectangle of 
hasc D and of height d/2. 

3. I say ·'used to seeing .. mostly hccause from looking al vari
ous 1exthooks and wehsi1es. rarely docs one of them offer a pictun: 
different 1·rom the ones offered in Figure 7. II seems indeed that 
this type ol trapezoid is not a current form that is often studied. 

4. I ncc:d to acknowledge here the tn:mcndous work Linne
hy one ol my research assistants. Tc>m Hillman. in physically 
constructing these dC\·iccs. 
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TEACHING IDEAS 

The Unusual Die: 
Exploring a ProblemThrough Technology 

A Craig Loewen 

I recently had a wonderful problem-solving experi
ence that taught me a great deal about ways to explore 
problems, the role technology can play in exploring 
problems and the qualities of a truly intriguing prob
lem. It started with this seemingly simple game that 
l introduced to a group of beginning teachers:

,:-�;., Kara is playing a dice game. In this 

�f:i,�;;_; ?ame each player selects a die. rolls
� •�-''. 1t five times and adds the values• 

rolled. The player with the greatest 
sum wins. Kara may choose between two dice. 
One die is a regular six-sided die; the other die 
has three ones and three sixes on its six sides. 
Kara knows that the selected die must be used 
for the entire game, and she knows that her op
ponent must use the other die. Which die should 
Kara choose? 

It is amazing how this problem tends to divide 
people into two groups: optimists and pessimists. The 
optimists will select the unusual die knowing it has 
three sixes and therefore the greatest chance of rolling 
a six. The pessimist will select the regular die given 
that the unusual die has three ones and the greatest 
chance of rolling a one. 

This simple game is a wonderful problem to intro
duce to groups of people as it sparks a lot of good 
discussion. Of all the information given. what is the 
most important information, and what is it that makes 
the problem so difficult'> To many solvers it is dis
concerting that the player must stick with whatever 
die is chosen. and it is a bit confusing in that the player 
will make only five rolls but the die has six sides. In 
other words. no matter which die is selected only a 
maximum of five of the different faces on each die 
can possibly appear. But does this matter? 
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The number of rolls is really not a significant vari
able in this problem. After all. if the die is fair (un
usual. but fair), each face has exactly the same prob
ability of turning up on each roll (that is, 1/6). We 
know it is quite possible for the same face to turn up 
five times in a row, but we also know it is more likely 
that more than one face will appear within the five 
rolls. 

How do we tie all this information together, or 
more to the point, how can we reasonably compare 
the dice? 

A Solution 

What we need to calculate is the average possible 
roll on each die. and then we can simply multiply that 
value by five to find the average score that die would 
likely produce. 

The average roll is calculated as the sum of the 
values on the faces divided by the number of faces. 
For the regular die: 

1+2+.3+4+5+6 21 

6 6 

The average roll is 3 .S and the average score across 
many games with this die would be 17.S (= S x 3.5). 
Likewise, the average score obtained with the unusual 
die is: 

l+l+1+6+6+6 11 

6 6 

The unusual die also has an average roll of 3.5, so 
the average score over many games with this die will 
likewise be 17.5 (= 5 x 3.5). 

In other words. it theoretically doesn · t matter 
which die we pick. Ultimately. these two dice give 
the same results at least while playing this game. 
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Exploring the Problem 

It was at this point that the solvers decided that 
they would like to try it for themselves; they were 
hesitant to give up their pessimistic or optimistic view 
of the unusual die. To conduct the experiment the 
teachers took two dice and rolled them, treating one 
die as the regular die and the other die as the unusual 
die (counting twos and threes as ones, and fours and 
fives as sixes). They kept track of which die seemed 
to win most often and after several games they began 
to share and compile their results. However, even with 
a large group there was still doubt whether enough 
examples had been generated to clearly prove which 
was the better die. 

A Monte Carlo Simulation 
I came prepared to show my students a Monte Carlo 

simulation, a way to help generate more examples 
quickly using a computer. In the case of this problem, 
I had simply programmed a computer to play this 
game repeatedly, keeping a tally of the winning die. 
As long as we can assume that the computer generates 
values in a manner comparable to that of rolling a 
die, the simulation should give similar results to play
ing the game many hundreds, even thousands of times. 

The following program was entered into my 
Tl-83+ calculator to simulate the game. 

PROGRAM:OICE 
: C 1 rHor··,e 
: Pr,:,,.-,Pt. M 
: 0➔R: CHS: 0➔T 
:OulPut(3,1,1234 
C",.., ' 
··-''=')
:QutPut(4,1,1116 
66) 
: O1.Jt.Pul.(5, 1, "TIE 
s·· > 
: For (A, 1 , t1) 
:0➔O:0➔U 
: F c,r ( 8, 1 , 5) 
:O+randlnt(l,6)➔ 
[I 
: rand Int..( 1, 2)➔iv� 
• If· X=2: E.�:x:
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U+X➔U
End
If D>U:R+l➔R
If U>O:S+l ➔S
If D=U:T+l ➔T
O1.�tF·ut.(3, 9, R>
OutPut(4,9,S)
Out.Put.. ( 5, ·:.i, T)
Er.d
I

To run the program all that needs to be entered is 
the number of times you wish the calculator to play 
the game, and the screen will display the results of 
the simulation, showing the number of times each die 
wins and the number of tie games. The following 
screen resulted from having the calculator play the 
game 10,000 times. 

t·1=?10000 

123456 
111666 
TIES 

4649 
4751 
600 

From these results it is easy to calculate that in this 
Monte C<1rlo simulation the regular die won approxi
mately 46.5 per cent of the games. the unusual die 
won approximately 47.5 per cent of the games, and 
6 per cent of the games resulted in ties. But, would we 
get the same results if we ran the program again, or if 
we had the computer play the game 100,000 times? To 
do that, we would need to use a much faster computer! 

Going Deeper 
After showing these teachers this simulation. one 

of them asked me this question: "Why is it that 6 per 
cent of the games are tics?" After a careful explana
tion of how it is possible for games to resu It in ties, 
the student re-asked his question: "Yes, l can see that 
it is possible for there to be ties, but what I don't 
understand is why it is 6 per cent of the games that 
would result in ties. Why not 5 per cent or 8 per cent 
or any other number?" This is a marvellous question! 
And frankly, I didn't know the answer! So, I began 
to play with the problem again, this time with the help 
of a spreadsheet. 

To construct the spreadsheet I had to calculate all 
of the possible outcomes (final scores) for each die 
and the probabilities of obtaining those scores. For 
example. with the regular die the smallest possible 
game score is five. and that can be achieved only one 
way: rolling a one every time the die is tossed. It is 
also possible to get a score of six, seven, eight and so 
on all the way up to thirty. Just like there is only one 
way to roll a game score of five. there is only one way 
to roll a game score of thirty; there is a certain sym
metry to the table of values. Similar computations 
were necessary for the unusual die. The table below 
shows al I of the possible game scores and their prob
abilities for the regular die along the left edge, and 
all of the possible game scores and probabilities for 
the unusual die along the top. 
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Score # Ways 
5 1 

6 5 

7 15 

B 35 

9 70 

10 126 

11 205 

12 305 

13 420 

14 540 

15 651 

16 735 

17 780 

18 780 

19 735 

20 651 

21 540 

22 420 

23 305 

24 205 

25 126 

26 70 

27 35 

28 15 

29 5 

30 1 

Sums: 7776 

Score: 

# Ways: 
Probability: 

Proba , ity 
0.000129 

0.000643 

0.001929 

0.004501 

0.009002 

0.016204 

0.026363 

0.039223 

0.054012 

0.069444 

0.083719 

0.094522 

0.100309 

0.100309 

0.094522 

0.083719 

0.069444 

0.054012 

0.039223 

0.026363 

0.016204 

0.009002 

0.004501 

0.001929 

0.000643 

0.000129 

l.000000 

5 10 

243 1215 

0.031250 0.156250 

... '' • • · 0.000020 

0.000020 I 0.000100 

0.000060 I 0.000301 

0.000141 I 0.000703 

0.000281 I 0.001407 

0.000506 , ... 

0.000824 0.004119 

0.001226 0,006129 

0.001688 0.008439 

0.002170 0.010851. 

0.002616 0.013081 

0.002954 0;014769 

0.003135 0.015673 

0.003135 0.015673 

0.002954 0,014769 

0.002616 - 0.013081 

0.002170 0.010851 

0.001688 0.008439 

0.001226 0.006129 

0,000824 0.004119 

0.000506 0.002532 

0.000281- 0.001407 

0.000141 0.000703 

0.000060 0,000301 

0.000020 0.000100 

0.000004 0.000020 

15 20 

2430 2430 

0.312500 0.312500 

0.000040 0.000040 

0 000201 0.000201 

0.000603 0.000603 

0.001407 0.001407 

0.002813 0.002813 

0.005064 0.005064 

0 008238 0.008238 

0.012257 0.012257 

0.016879 0.016879 

0.021701 0.021701 

IRlr ... 0.026162 

0.029538 I 0.029538 

0.031346 0.031346 

0.031346 0 031346 

0.029538' 0.029538 

0.025162 ,., 

0.021701 0.021701 

0.016879 0.016879 

0,0122S7 0.012257 

0,008238 0,008238 

0.005064 0,005064 

0 .. 002813 0.002813-

0,001407 0,001407 

0.000603 0.000603 

0.000201. Q.000201 -

0.000040 - 0.0000•!0 

25 

1215 

0.156250 

0.000020 

0.000100 

0.000301 

0.000703 

0.001407 

0.002532 

0.004119 

0.006129 

0.008439 

0.010851 

0.013081 

0.014769 

0.015673 

0.015673 

0.014769 

0 013081 

I 0.010851 

I 0.008439 

I 0.00612S 

I 0.004119 

•••• 

0.001407-

0.000703 

0.000301 

0.000100 

0.000020 

30 

243 

0.031250 

0.000004 

0.000020 

0.000060 

0.000141 

0.000281 

0.000506 

0.000824 

0.001226 

0.001688 

0.002170 

0.002616 

0.002954 

0.003135 

0.003135 

0.002954 

0.002616 

0.002170 

0.001688 

0.001226 

0.000824 

0.000506 

0.000281 

0.000141 

0.000060 

0.000020 

··· · · · ·�

Sums: 

7776 

1.000000 

Probability of Normal Die Winning ($um of shaded boxes): 0.47130 

0,47130 

0.05740 

Probability of unusual Die Winning (Sum of non-shaded boxes): 
Probability of Ties (Sum of blackened boxes): 

The values in the middle of the table show all of 
the probabilities of the various game outcomes; that 
is. the product of the probabilities of the given final 
scores. For example, there is a probability of 0.3125 
that the final score with the unusual die will be 15. 
and there is a probability of 0.100309 that the final 
score with the regular die will be 17. Therefore, the 
probability of that particular result (a score of l 5 and 
17 on the respective dice) is 0.031346. 

The values in the boxes that are shaded show all of 
the probabilities related to game outcomes where the 
non11al die wins. Likewise the values in the nonshaded 
boxes show all of the probabilities of game outcomes 
where the unusual die wins. The values in the blackened 
boxes show the probabilities of tied game outcomes. 

There are lots of patterns of symmetry in this table. 
but a quick inspection shows that there exists the same 
number of ways for the unusual die and the regular 
die to win, and that there are six ways for the game 
to result in a tie. Further, by separately summing the 
values in the shaded boxes and nonshaded boxes (I 
had the spreadsheet do this), we see that the prob
ability of each die winning is about 47 per cent of the 
time. More importantly, by adding the values in the 
blackened boxes. I could show that the probability of 
tie games is about 5.7 per cent! 
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Creating a table like this would be almost impos
sible without the aid of a spreadsheet. There are just 
too many values to tabulate and compute, and it is 
likely that too many errors would be made. The 
spreadsheet however does this accurately and quickly, 
and provides a credible answer to the question that 
started the exploration. 

Looking Back 

Solving this problem with these teachers helped 
to remind me of some of the most important qualities 
of a good problem-solving experience. 

First, a good problem-solving experience should 
be well rounded; it should involve exploration (prefer
ably a hands-on component where possible), the 
asking of why, and the opportunity to explore the 
problem on many levels. This problem provided each 
of these when the teachers first picked their favourite 
die. conducted an experiment, compiled and com
pared their results. and then began to challenge the 
conclusions. 

This particular problem also provided an oppor
tunity to integrate technology into the search for a 
solution, including both a Monte Carlo simulation 
and the creation of a complex spreadsheet. The 
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simulation provided a way to test our hypotheses and 
the spreadsheet aided in making very complicated 
calculations that would otherwise be too tedious or 
difficult. 

The most important outcome though was this: it 
reminded me yet again that in most problem-solving 
experiences the answer is much less impm1ant than 
the process of solving the problem. The process we 
engaged in brought enjoyment, debate and a realiza
tion of the power of technology, and above all else. 
stimulated a question arising from genuine curiosity. 
These arc impm1ant hallmarks of a successful prob
lem-solving experience. 

Extension Problems 

I. If you need to roll a value of 20 or greater in five 
rolls, with which die will you have the best chance? 

2. How do you calculate the number of ways each 
game outcome can be reached? In other words, 
how do we know there are only 15 ways of getting 
a score of 7 with a regular die in this game? 

24 

3. Design a third die and compare it to the two dice 
used in this game. Does your die improve your 
odds of winning? How do you know? Design a 
different unusual die that has the same chance of 
winning as a regular die. 

4. Playing the same game, assume you may pick 
between a regular four-sided die. and an unusual 
four-sided die that has two ones and two fours on 
it. Which die would you pick? Why? 

A Craig Loewen is a professor of mathematics 
education at tlw U11i1·ersity of Lethbridge, where he has 
been teachi11g fur 23 years. He ispanicularlv imerested 
in octs of problem soli•ing, building problem-soli·ing 
competence and the role rhm rechnology ca11 play in 
the solution of many differellt kinds of problems. His 
other areas ofinreresr include the use of111a11ipu/arives 
and manipulative-based games in e11ha11cing horh the 
wulerstcmding and enjovment r!f'marhematics. In his 
spare time, Loewen mjo\·s music and 1roocl1rorking 
in his small home shop. 
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Home Ice Advantage: 
Representing Numbers to 20, 

Grade 1 

Lesley Ross and Brenda Wells 

This lesson is part of a teachers' resource, Home Ice 
Advantage: Classroom Assessment of Mathematics. 
It ll'ill be available in 201 lfivm the Cenrrefor Math
ematics, Science and Technology Education (www. 
uof a �reb. ualbe rtu. ca/cmast el). 

This lesson is part of a professional development 
project on assessment in mathematics initiated by 
Joel Canete, Connie Farrell and Lori Weinherger, the 
mathematics consultants of the Fort McMurray public 
and separate school divisions, and facilitated by 
Gladys Sterenberg, a faculty member of the Univer
sity of Alberta. As part of our work on assessing 
children's mathematical ways of knowing, we decided 
to create assessment tools and to implement them in 
the teachers' classrooms. We were inspired by the 
book T he Hockey Sll'eater, by Roch Carrier. and cre
ated literature-based lessons that included assessment 
strategies, descriptions of the teaching and learning 
context, student artifacts and interpretations of the 
assessment results. We decided that the best way to 
increase our own understanding of classroom assess
ment was to visit our colleagues' classrooms during 
the implementation of the lessons. Both the public 
and separate boards of education sponsored these 
visits by providing teacher release time. This was a 
definite strength of the project as it enabled teachers 
to collect assessment data in their colleagues· class
rooms. What follows is the lesson we designed and 
implemented as part of this project. 

Lesson Description 

Using numbers to 20, students will identify and 
label two complete sets of uniforms. They will deter
mine how many uniforms will be needed in each 
group, offer possible solutions for identifying the 
uniforms and provide explanations for the identifica
tions. This is part of the number strand. The assess
ment is intended to be used midway or at the end of 
the unit, Representing Numbers to 20. It may also be 
used later in the year as a means of review. 
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Specific Outcomes (Numbers) 

I. Say the number sequence 0-100 (at this time to
20) by
• ones forward and backward between any two
given numbers.

2. Demonstrate an understanding of counting by
• indicating that the last number said identifies how
many,
• showing that any set has only one count,
• using the counting on strategy and
• using parts or equal groups to count sets.

3. Represent and describe numbers to 20, concretely,
pictorially and symbolically.

4. Compare sets containing up to 20 elements to solve
prohlems, using
• referents and
• one-to-one correspondence.

Specific Outcomes 
(Patterns and Relations) 

5. Describe equality as a balance and inequality as
an imbalance, concretely and pictorially.

Essential Questions 
(Mathematical Processes) 

I. How will the students communicate their under
standing of counting?

2. How will the students develop connections within
their understanding of number sense?

3. How will the students develop mathematical rea
soning when counting and comparing numbers?

4. How will the students develop visualization skills
to represent, describe and compare numbers from
0 to 20?

5. How will the students develop number sense
through problem solving?

6. How will the students use mental estimation skills
to compare numbers from Oto 20?
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Achievement Indicators 

I. Recite forward by ones the number sequence be
tween two given numbers (0 to I 00).

2. Recite backward by ones the number sequence
between two given numbers (20 to 0).

3. Answer the question, "How many are in the set?"
using the last number counted in a given set.

4. Identify and correct counting errors in a given
counting sequence.

5. Determine the total number of objects in a given set.
starting from a known quantity and counting on.

6. Partition any given quantity up to 20 into two parts,
and identify the number of objects in each part.

7. Compare two given sets, using one-to-one corre
spondence, and describe the sets, using compara
tive words, such as more, fewer or as many.

8. Determine if two given concrete sets are equal or
unequal, and explain the process used.

School Context 

St Martha is an early-entry elementary Catholic 
school with a grade range from prekindergarten chil
dren of 3½ years old (or 2½ years old with severe 
language delays or disabilities) to Grade 8 students. 
St Martha School is currently in its fourth year of 
operation in the newly developed area of Timberlea 
in Fort McMurray. There are approximately 650 
students in the school. of which roughly 70 are in 
Grade 1. There is a mixture of low-, middle- and 
high-income families. There are many ESL students 
from around the world including countries such as 
South Africa, Zimbabwe, India, Venewela and the 
Philippines. 

Dr KA Clark School is a K-8 public school, serv
ing students in the downtown core of Fort McMurray. 
This school of

f

ers many programs to help children 
succeed, such as junior skills and intermediate skills 
district programs, Native education and mentorship 
programs. 

The Learning Plan 

Task 

Maurice wants to buy 20 new hockey jerseys ro 
make two teams for the children. He docsn 't know 
how many to buy for each team. What can he do to 
find out how many sweaters each team should have? 
How will the fans know who is playing? How will he 
be able to tell the teams apart? 

You and your partner need to find out how many 
sweaters each team needs. Decide how to tell the 
teams apart and how the audience will know v.·hich 
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player is wearing what jersey. Design two different 
team sweaters and label them accordingly. 

Plan 

I .  Discuss background knowledge about the game of 
hockey. Ask students: How do you know who is 
playing'J How many players are on each team? Do 
you have a favourite hockey team? Do you or 
anyone you know play hockey? 

2. Read The Hockey S1t'eater, by Roch Carrier.
3. Ask students: What did you notice about all the

players in the pictures? If you were the referee,
how would you be able to tell the teams apart?
What is the problem with everyone wearing the
same sweater?

4. Introduce the math task for children to solve. Ask
students: What do you know from the problem and
what do you need to find out? Discuss with your
partner what you will need.

5. Provide the children with sweater cut-outs. Each
pair is to count out as many as they need (20) and
take them back to their desks to decide how to
divide them into two teams.

6. Once the sweaters have been divided into two
teams, ask students to label each sweater with a
corresponding numeral and colour code for each
team ·s sweater. Students may choose any numeral
from O to 20 or beyond to put on the sweater.

Assessment Strategies 
(See assessment tools at the end of the lesson.) 

• Rubric for direct observation
• Checklist for finished product
• Video recording of student conversations

Assessment Questions and 

Observations 

The students were assessed while they were doing 
their work and after they finished. Using the rubr1c 
designed specifically for the task, teachers tracked 
outcome objectives and recorded general observations 
that related to the following questions: 

a. Can the student justify his or her choice for the
number of sweaters on each team9 

b. Can the student explain what might happen if there
is a player on one team who has the same sweater
number as a player on the other team (for example,
both players are a number 6)?

c. How is the child counting the sweaters (for ex
ample. one-to-one correspondence. pairs, five
frame or ten-frame arrangements)?

d. ls the child counting accurately and consistently?
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e. ls the child communicating math language, dem
onstrating cooperation and sharing ideas? Math
language examples include number words zero to
twenty, count, number, equal groups, singles, es
timate, more fewer, same as, equal, as many as.

Samples of Student Responses 

Brenda Wells's Grade I classroom has 18 students 
(7 boys and 11 girls) and a regular part-time educa
tional assistant. Many of the math practice and en
quiry sessions that the students routinely participate 
in have the students working with partners or in small 
groups. This rich task project used a pai1ner format 
with partners preassigned by the teacher. While the 
students were completing this assignment, three guest 
teachers observed the lesson. They interacted with 
the students by asking questions or clarifying student 
actions, in addition to responding to student enquires, 
recording observations on rubrics and videotaping 
the class. One student who completed the rich task 
assignment was Adam. At the time of the assignment, 
Adam was 6 years 7 months old and working at grade 
level in both math and language a11s. Adam has two 
younger siblings. and both of Adam's parents work 
outside the home. 

On this day Adam worked with his partner, count
ing out the sweaters and dividing them into two equal 
groups. When asked to count his set and describe the 
solution that he and his partner came up with, Adam 
found that he had 12 team sweaters. His partner said 
she tried to tell him he had too many, but he said he 
had counted IO sweaters. Adam was asked to then 
count both his and his partner's, and he counted to 
22. After the recount, Adam used mental math strate
gies to decide that he had two extra team jerseys. He
did not hesitate to have them removed from his set.
Adam was able to articulate IO + IO = 20 and both
partners should have I 0. The numerals Adam chose
to write on the jerseys were very interesting when
compared to those of the other students in the class.
All other students either chose the digits 1-10 or
randomly selected any numbers between I and 100.
Adam used odd numbers to successfully skip count
to I 5. He made an error with the last two team jerseys
by using 18 and 20.

Adam was not asked afterward to explain why this 
error occurred. Possible reasons could be that he lost 
his train of thought because of interruptions, or he 
got mixed up with odd and even numbers. It was 
interesting to observe that if he had been counting by 
twos, he would have used the last two numbers cor
rectly. Adam had difficulty printing the number 7 with 
a reversal, which he self-corrected. Adam demonstrated 
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his awareness of sports jerseys by printing the numer
als on the back of the cards and making logos on the 
front. He also exemplified his awareness of patterns 
and the fraction of½ when colouring the uniforms. 
Specific examples of mathematical language were 
not recorded; however, when discussing the project, 
Adam did use math language independently. Overall 
Adam clearly demonstrated his proficiency when 
using numbers to 20, solving problems and showing 
his work. 

Rachel worked on the task, demonstrating that her 
counting and problem-solving skills were excellent 
at this time. She effectively counted out 20 objects 
and worked with her partner to produce a solution to 
the problem. When asked, Rachel correctly identified 
that the total set had 20 objects and now each smaller 
group had I 0. She had IO sweaters for her team and 
correctly labelled each with its own identifying nu
meral. which were clearly printed and had no rever
sals. Rachel selected a wide range of digits (1, 6, 9, 
11, 12, 22, 36, 50, 80 and 90) showing her understand
ing of numbers to I 00. When asked, Rachel explained 
her solution to the observers. Some math language 
was used independently but mostly this language was 
used only with prompting. Rachel successfully com
pleted the finished product by producing IO team 
sweaters with number labels and colouring the jer
seys. The neatly completed task also indicated her 
familiarity with patterns, and her understanding of 
what team jerseys look like. 

Chad and Jeff, working partners, counted 20 
hockey sweaters. From the onset, this pair identified 
that each team would need IO sweaters, demonstrat
ing their ability to produce a solution to the problem 
using mental math. They thought they were successful 
at counting out the correct number of objects and 
dividing them into two equal groups until they were 
asked to show their sweaters to the teacher observing 
them. Chad accurately identified that his set had I 0 
objects and used the last number ( I 0) as his starting 
place to label each sweater. He counted backward 
(10-1) as he labelled the sweaters. While this skill 
was not indicated in the assignment rubric, it is one 
of the outcomes prescribed in working with numbers 
to 20. Chad accurately printed the numerals legibly, 
with no reversals. When the boys were asked to count 
their team sweaters out loud, Jeff realized he some
how had 12 sweaters and this was more than he 
needed. He then discarded the two extra sweaters. In 
contrast to the numerals Chad selected to label his 
sweater, Jeff used various numbers to 100. His print
ing was legible and there were no reversals. With 
assistance, this partnership accurately produced two 
equal teams, and they were able to explain their solution 
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using some math language. Other examples of math
ematical procedures and knowledge were also ob
served within this partnership. When asked how many 
sweaters he had left to colour after completing two, 
without going back and recounting Chad replied there 
were eight, thus indicating mental math procedures. 
Jeff counted the team sweaters by twos a few times 
and arrived at different answers. He then rechecked 
by counting by ones. He selected a counting strategy 
that was efficient, but when the results were different 
from his first attempt, he selected a dif

f

erent strategy 
to verify his answer. 

Lesley Ross's class is made up of 17 Grade I stu
dents. Just as Brenda had prearranged pai1ners, Lesley 
put much thought into matching up students into 
groups of two to guarantee that students would feed 
off one another and learn the most from this rich task. 

Kadar and Bhadra were partners in completing the 
hockey sweater task. They seemed to work very well 
together. As Kadar counted out the 20 sweater cards 
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one by one, he passed them to Bhadra, who recounted 
and organized the cards. When asked to explain the 
numbers that these partners had chosen to put on the 
hockey sweaters, Bhadra responded that she would 
label all of the sweaters with the number one. In
stantly, Kadar knew that this was incorrect because, 
as he said, "You won't know who that is," or as Bhadra 
rephrased, "If the referee blows his whistle and says. 
'Number one just scored a goal,' would we know 
which number it would be?" Without much prompt
ing, Kadar explained to Bhadra, "You need to do 
different numbers than one. You did one the first time 
and then you can change to nine, ten, eleven or 
twelve." Bhadra still did not completely understand, 
and Kadar went on to explain, "Because when number 
one scores, they won't know which player scored." 
With a nod of her head, Bhadra seemed to understand 
and got back to work on the paper jerseys. The follow
ing are photographs of the jerseys that each student 
completed, and the rubric used to assess their work. 
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Partners j_ Ko. d 0. Y

_l!eomenti�umbsr:s to 2_0 Rubijc 

P>ho. c\ r Cl

Excellent 

Count a set with one Counts to 20 with 
to one no errors 
corresoondence K. V

Shows that the set 
I 
Accurately 

has only one count - identifies each set 
the last number is without assistance 
how many. 

�- ✓ � / 
Printing the 
numerals - legibility 
& reversals 
Able to produce a 
potential solution to 
the problem 

Demonstrate how 20 
items would be 
Divided into 2 
teams. 

Describe how the 
teams are balanced 
Or unbalanced 

Using Math 
Language 

il i I( 

All numerals are 
legible with n9,
reversals K B 
Identifies a 
plausible solution 
independent! y 

./ 
Accurately 
produces 2 equal 
groups 
. K.,.

Accurately 
explains their 
solution to others 
independently 

i< I 
.., 

Uses math 
language 
independentl:v ✓ 

K J B 

Proficient Adequate 

Counts to 20 Counts to 20 
with 1-2 errors with 3-5 errors 

� v 
Accurately Requires 
identifies each several attempts 
set with limited to identify each 
assistance set with 

assistance 
l reversal and 2 reversals and
legible legible

Identifies a Identifies a 
plausible plausible 
solution with so I ution with 
limited dir-ct Bidance 
assistance e, 
Accurately Accurately 
produces2 produces 2 
equal groups equal groups 
with assistarce with direct 

-i;✓ guidance
Accurately Accurately 
explains their explains their 
solution to solution to 
others with others with 
limited J direct guidance 
assistance is
Uses math Uses math 
language with language with 
limited direct 
prompting prompting 

Not yet 
adeauate 
Counts to 20 
with greater 
than 5 errors 
Unable to 
demonstrate 
that each set has 
only one count 

3 or more 
reversals and/or 
illegible 
Unable to 
identify a 
plausible 
solution 

Unable to 
produce 2 equal 
groups 

Unable to 
provide an 
explanation 

Unable to use 
math language 

4 

Through this observation of Kadar ancl Bhadra, we 
learned that Kadar had an excellent understanding of 
what was expected of him in this rich task, and he 
had the appropriate mathematical knowledge of 
numbers to 20 to facilitate his success in this project. 

He was also able to assist his partner in realizing what 
was needed to complete the task. Although Bhadra 
required guidance. we learned that with assistance. 
she was able to reach a possible solution to the hockey 
sweater project. 
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Self-Assessments of the 

Lessons 

Lesley felt that one of the strengths of the lesson 
was the opportunity to be in Brenda's class the previ
ous week and to see some of the avenues the students 
took and where they got off-track. This helped her 
anticipate some of the difficulties her students might 
have and prompted her to attend to her directions. 
She focused on guiding her students to have two 
separate teams and reminding them that the sweaters 
needed to be different (but that one team needed to 
look the same and the other team needed to look the 
same). Lesley was missing almost a third of her class 
for the lesson, but because colleague visits had been 
arranged, she borrowed some students from another 
classroom. She didn't have enough sweaters, so she 
tried groups of three. She found that groups of two 
worked really well but groups of three were more 
challenging. One change Lesley would make the next 
time she taught the lesson would be to state her criteria 
and show the students the rubric and checklist. She 
felt this would provide students with a guide for what 
she was looking for. 

Her assessment of student learning focused on 
strategies students used to meet the outcomes of the 
lesson. She noted that some groups of students 
counted and recounted the number of cards when they 
anived at different totals. A couple of groups were able 
to figure out how many more they needed without 
recounting. For example, students in one group counted 
17 jerseys and were able to figure out that they needed 
three more. Students in another group had 15 cards, 
and they instantly knew they needed 5. Lesley had been 
working with her students on double facts (2 + 2, 
5 + 5) and noted that most groups figured out quite 
quickly that if there were 2 teams and 20 players, it 
was 10 and 10, and they were able to make equal 
groups. Another thing she was interested in observing 
was number formation and making sure they could 
form numbers. Some students doing this task were 
only comfortable with numbers to 20 and only fom1ed 
numbers from 1-20. Other students were comfortable 
with numbers to 10 and wrote 1-10 on one team and 
1-10 on the other team. Other kids who were excited
about numbers and who had lots of experience with
numbers were making up numbers up to a million.

Brenda was impressed with the students' success
ful demonstration of the outcomes. Drawing on their 
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knowledge of doubles, most of the students knew that 
10 + 10 equals 20, so they knew that each team needed 
that many jerseys. She noted that they were able to 
count at this point, they were able to count back from 
0 to 20 and they were able to identify that each sweater 
needed a different number. She found it interesting 
to see what numbers they chose: some went 1-10, 
some decided they were going to skip count, some 
skip counted using odd numbers. One challenge was 
"that art became the primary process and that they 
wanted to decorate, so a few needed to be reminded 
to please choose the numbers first." 

When teaching this next time, Brenda would em
phasize the numbers that students needed to figure 
out to identify the team sweaters. She wondered if 
there would be a difference between the students' 
actions if she did the lesson earlier in the year. In 
p�1rticular. she was interested in knowing if they knew 
IO+ 10 was 20 earlier, or if they had developed that 
through their recent math units. 

Brenda noticed that all her students counted and 
used one-to-one correspondence; that is, they all 
physically moved the sweaters and counted" I, 2, 3, 
4, .... " They all knew that if they had IO sweaters, 
then their set equals I 0. She observed that they knew 
the double strategy (IO+ IO= 20), so they didn't have 
to stop and do "one for me, one for you, one for me" 
but instead they were able to figure this out in their 
heads. She also noticed that if they had I 0, some 
children counted forward to 10, whereas other chil
dren counted backward and started at IO to make sure 
that they used each digit only once. 

Lesley Ross hus been teaching Grade 1 at Dr Clark 
School.fcJr three years and is currently teachint; Grade 
1 at Beacon Hill School in Fort McMurray leslev 
enjoys rec1ching marhemaric-s and especial(v enjoys 
exploring v,:ith students math concepts through a 
lumds-011 approach. 

Brenda Wells is a Grade I teacher at St Martha School 
in Fort McM11rray. Brenda has been teaching Grade 
1 forjil'e years and has pre1·iously wught Grades 2 
and 5. 01·er the years, she hus taught in various urban 
and rural communities around Alberta. She has also 
experienced teaching in isolated settlements in the 
Nort/111·est Tarirories. With the del'elopml:'nt 4 rhe 
ne1r math currirnlum, Brenda has participated in 
locally offernl professional development projects. 
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Representing Numbers to 20 

Student Partners ___________ _ 

Excellent Proficient Adequate Not yet adequate 

Counts a set with one Counts to 20 with Counts to 20 Counts to 20 Counts to 20 with 
to one correspondence no errors with 1-2 errors with 3-5 errors greater than 5 errors 

Shows that the set has Accurately Accurately Requires Unable to 
only one count- the identifies each set identifies each several demonstrate that 
last number is how without assistance set with limited attempts each set has only 
many. assistance to identify one count 

each set with 
assistance 

Prints rhe numerals All numerals are l reversal and 2 reversals and 3 or more reversals 
legibly without legible with no legible legible and/or illegible 
reversals reversals 

Produces a potential Identifies a Iden ti fies Identifies Unable to identify a 
solution to the plausible solution a plausible a plausible plausible solution 
problem independently solution solution with 

with limited direct guidance 
assistance 

Demonstrates how 20 Accurately Accurately Accurately Unable to produce 
items will be produces 2 equal produces 2 produces 2 2 equal groups 
divided into 2 teams groups equal groups equal groups 

with assistance with direct 
guidance 

Describes how the Accurately Accurately Accurately Unable to provide 
teams are balanced explains their explains explains their an explanation 
or unbalanced solution to others their solution solution to 

independently to others others with 
with limited direct guidance 
assistance 

Uses math language Uses math Uses math Uses math Unable to use math 
appropriately language language language language 
(for example, number independently with limited with direct 
words zero to twenty, prompting prompting 
count, number. equal 
groups, singles. 
estimate, more, fewer, 
same as, equal, as 
many as) 
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Representing Numbers to 20 Checklist 
Uniform Finished Product 

Student Name Two Equal All Uniforms 
Teams Numbered 

Two Different Appearance/Neat Work 
Team Sweaters 
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Hockey Jersey Template 

( 
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The Alberta High School Mathematics Competition 

Part I, November 1 7, 2009 

1. If 2:r 

= 311
• tllC'n .ix is equal to

( a) 59 ( b) (iY (c) none of these

2. Caroliw' bought some bones for her i clogs. Had she owned 8 dogs. she could hm·P given each
thf' same rnnnber of bollcs. A<;; it w,1s. she' !lC'cded two more bones to gin� E'ac:h dog the same
nurnber of hemes. The number of b011c's she could have bought was

(b) 2--1 ((') 32 ( d) 40 ( e) 48

3. A('e ('alc11L-1ws the ,wPrnge of all thv i11teg('l's from 1 t.o HJ0. Bt'R ('akuL1tc's thC' avernge of
;ill the' iutcg<'rs from 1001 to 1100 and suhtrncts 1000. Ccc rnk11t1t<'s the c1vcrngc of all the
illtt'g<'rs from 1000001 to 1000100 and suhtn1cts 1000000. The lnrg<'st a11swer is given b\'

(lJ) Bea only 

(c) ,111 three of thE'm

(c-) Ccc ouly ( d) c'x::i.ct lY two of them

-l. A L-1rgc 1<'('1 m1p;ular g�·umasi 1m1 floor is cow red \Yi th unit square tiles. most of them hl;rnk.
i11 the pMtcrn shown in the diagram bC"low. Of tlw following frndions .. tlH' 011<� nearest. to the 
frr1ctio11 of til<'s which ,H<' not blank is 

( d) t

d. Tht> 11rn11bt'r of i11tcgt'rs llC't\n'l'll 1 and '.2009 iudusi,·c whiC'h can he PX]lJ'l'SSt'cl as the clif
f

erC'llC'C"
of tl1e sqwH<'S of two iutegen; is

( a) 1 (h) 502 (c) l(l(Ki ( d) 1507 ( <') 2009 

G. Amung tlw positiw integers witl1 !-ix digits in their lmsC'-10 repn's1'11tation. the rnu11ber of
thos<' ,,-l1ose digits an• strictly incn'c\sing from left lo right is

( n) bd \H'f'll 1 and GO ( b) h<'T m'('ll 51 nud l 00 (c) ])('t,weu 101 Rnd 500

(cl) h<'tWC'Cll 501 and 1()()()
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7. The number of Rrrangements of the letters AABBCC in a row such that no two ide11tical
letters arc adjacent is

(a) 30 (b) 36 (c) 42 (d) 48 ( e) none of these

8. If 22009 has m digit::; and 52009 hcIB n digit::; in their b&;c-10 representations, then the value of
m+n is

( a) 2007 (b) 2008 ( c) 2009 (d) 2010 ( e) 2011

9. An equilateral triangle has area 2v3. From the midpoint of ec1ch side, perpendiculars are
dropped to the other two sides. The area of the hexagon formed by thc:sc six lines is

(b) 1 (c) ,/3 ( d) 2 ( e) none of thc:,;c

10. Two sides of an obtuse triangle of positivP arcH are of length 5 and 11. The 111,mhcr of possib]t,
integer lcugt hs of the third side is

(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) 6 ( cl) 8 (c) 9

11 Q(:r) is a polynomial ·with integpr coefficients snc:h that Q(9) = 2009. If pis a prim,' munher 
such thnt. Q(J)) = 392. then p can 

(a) only be 2

(d) only be 7

(b) onl)· be:{

(c) be any of 2. 3. 5 nnd 7

(c) only be 5

12. A parn.lldogram has two opposite :,;ides 5 centimctn:::; apart and the other two opposite sides
8 centimetres apart. Then the area. in sq1rnre CC'utinwtrcs, of the parallelogram

(a) must be at most 40 and cau be auy positi,·e ,·alue at most 40

(h) must be at least ..JcO and can be anv value Ht least 40

(c) must lie 40 (d) can be any positive value ( e) none of t hcsc

13. The nuu1her of positive integers n such that Jn + yn +•••+,In< 10 for any finite 11nmber
of squar<' root signs is

(a) 10 (b) 90 ( c) 91 (d) 99 ( C) 100

14. A chord of a circle divicleR the cirde into two pmts such that t.hc sq11ares insc:rilwd i11 t.he two
parts havr· arcAs 16 and 144 square centimetreci. In l'entimct.rcs, the rndim; of the circle is

(a) 2/10 (b) 6./2 (c) 9 (d) J85 ( c) 10

15. The number of priml' 11mubers p snl'h that 2µ + p2 is also a prime 111m1ber is

(a) 0 (b) 1 (c) 2 (cl) 3 ( e) more tlrnn 3

lG. Suppose that 2 - v'9§ is R root of :1:2 + a.:1: + b "·here b is a ncgatiYe real nm11ber and a is Rn 
integer. The largest possible vc1lue of a is 

(a) -4 (c) i (cl) 8 ( e) none of these
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Alberta High School Mathematics Competition 

Solution to Part I - 2009

1. If 2' = JY. then ,1 1 = (2·')2 = (:3'1)2 = 9!1. The au:-.wer is (d).

2. Tlw m1mber of bonr.::; Caroline bought i:-. a multiple of 8 hnt 2 les:-. tlrnn R nrnltiplc of 7. The
c111swer is ( d).

'}. Th<> c•o}c·ltl»t1'or1 i's (11+1)+(7l+2)+- ·-+ [11+rnm - = lll0n+(1+2+· ·+Hlll) - = 1+2+ .. +IO() ·'ti {/. = 00 c c, " , HID 11 100 n 100 , w 1 1 

for AcP. 11 = 1000 for Bea awl 11 = 1000()()() for Cec. The answer is (e). 

4. Almost the entire gymuasi11m floor lllH\' lw cliYidcd into 2 x 3 11011 m·erlappi11g rectangles each
\\'i th exactly one non-hL-mk sqlli-He at t lir lowrr }<,ft corner. The ttnswer is ( c).

5. ObserYe thcit. :r2 
- ,1/ = (:r - y)(.r + y) is thc> product of t.wo intc'µ;<'rs of same parity. Hcnc<'

.r2 - y2 is either odd or <liv isihle by .J. Tlllls a number which is 11eitlH'r odd nor di\'isible bv
4 <·;-1m1ot lw expn'ssPd a:,; a diff<'JTIW,' of two sqmm's. On thC' other haud. if II is odd, t.heu
11 = 2k + 1 = (k + 1) 2 - k2 . If ·11 is diYisible h)· -l. then 11 = 4k = (/..- � 1)2 - (k- 1) 2 . BctwC'('ll 
1 and '.2009 inclusive, there RIC ]()05 11111nlwrs tlrnt me odcl alld 502 that. are cliyi:,;ihle by 4. 
The ,rnswer is (d).

G. \Ye rnn d1oosc any six uf the nine 11011-zrro dip;it:-;. The n11111lwr of choices is (�) = 84. Each
choice gi\'Cs ri:,;c to c'l 1miq11e numlwr. Tlie ,rns,,Tr is (b).

, . ;\:,;!--11111c' that the first A c1ppears before 1 I lP first B. ;-rnd the first 13 b('forc the first C. Then wc 
must st,nt with J\13 cmd co11t.in11e "·ith A or C'. lf we C'ontinuc with A. the ldst three kttcrs 
11111st be Cl3C. If WP st.,trt with ABC. \\'C' m11:.;t l'Ontin11c wit!, A or B. In ('it her t·asf:'. either of 
the last two letters nut ,lppcm before the other. So the totc1l isl...;.. 2 x 2 = 5. Relaxing the 
order of c1ppean-111ce, the tol,11 ]w('OlllC's 5 x 3! = '.30. Thc answer is (a). 

8. Siw:e 1on-l < 220ll'J < l()" and l()'"- 1 < 5:1tJIJ'l < 10 111• \\'l; h::'l.\'C' ll)" '+'ll-:1 < 2200'15'.JtJ()\) < lll"'+".
It follows �hat 10111 +11 - 1 = 2200'1521111!1 = 102111'1'. Hrnce m + 11 - l = 200D. Tlw ,rnswc'r is (d).

D. Let ABC he the triangle and DREP FQ lw the lwxagou. as shmn1 in tlw di,,gra.m below.
Triangles AI'E, APF. ER.D <111(! FQD HrE' all congrncnt to one m1othcr. Hc!l('e DREI'FQ

has the sc1mc HITH 1-1,s the pandklugra111 AFDE. ,,·hich is om' half of 2y'3. The answer is (c).
A 

H C 

10. By tlw Tri1-mgle Incqn;-ilitv. tlH' third :-;ide must be from 7 to JG. \'ow \)2 < 112 - 52 < 1()2 _ so
t.hat (S,7.11), (5.8.11) ,llld ([:dl.ll) m<' ubt11se tri,111gl0s . .-\lsu. 121 < 112 + S2 < l:f2 . so th;-1t
(5.11,13). (f>.11,14) c1ll(I (5.11.1::i) ;He obtllS<' trim1glrs. Tlw othC'r thrl'<' cU'<' uot. The ,lll!--\Y£'r
is ( C).
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11. Siucc Q(9) = 2009, 1: - 9 is a factor of Q(x) - 2009. Siucc Q(:r) hru:; integral coefficients, p- 9
<lividei:; Q(p) - 2009 = 392 - 2009. Since this number is odd. p - 9 must be odd. Since pis
prime, we must have p = 2. �·ow 392 - 2009 = -1Gl7 = -231 x 7, so that Q(x) does exist.
For instance, we may hcn-c Q(:i:) = 231:7: - 70. The arn;wcr is (a).

12. Let 5 centimetres be the height of the parallelogram. Its base is a segment interc<'ptecl by the
other rmir of parnllel linf's 8 cc11t.i111ctn�s apart. Hence its length is at least 8 centimetres a11cl
can be i'lrbitrarily large. The answer is (b).

13. \Vith one ,,quare root sign, fo < 10 is equivalent to 11 < 100. \Vith two square root signs,

jn + fo < 10 is equindent. to n + /n < 100, which is in turn equivalent. to n < 91. With

tlm:e square root signs Hild 71 < 91, we ha.ve ,rn + j11 + Ju < Jn + 10 :s: 10. With more

sqrn,re root signs. the same i11C'qunlit\' will hold. There arc 90 positive i11tcgcrs which satisfy
·11 < 91. The a.nswcr i::- (b). 

1-1. Let x be the dist.,rnn: from the ce11tre of the circle to the bottom edge of the larger square.
The square of thP radius of the circle is given l.ry 62 

+ :i:2 
= 22 + (4 + 12 - :r:f. This yields 

:x = 7 so that the rndius of the circle is JG2 + 72 = ✓85. The answer is (d). 

/ 

15. If JJ = 2, 21' + 1l = 8 i::- not prime. If p = 3. 21' + µ'2 
= 17 is prim('. If p > 3. then p =Gk± 1

for some i11tegN k. so that µ2 = 36k2 
± 12k + 1 is 1 nwre than c1 nlllltiple of 3. On the othrr

lrnnd. when divided hy 3. s11cccssi\'C pmn:rs of 2 b-lYe remainder� of 2 Rnd 1 alternately. Si11ce
Ji > 3 is odd. 21' is 2 more t lmn 1-1 multiple of 3. IIenC-f' 21' + p2 is divisible bv 3. mid cmmot he
prime. The aJlswt'r i� (b).

16. Let the other root be t. Then -11 = t ..;... 2 - J§§. :'.\ow IJ = t(2 - ✓99) < 0. so that
I= /99- 2 - a> 0. Since n is an integer. n :S 9 - 2 = 7. The ans\Y(T is (c).
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The Alberta High School Mathematics Competition 

Part II, February 3, 2010 

1. Of :\k•lissa ':,; dnC"ks. :i:% have 11 dur-kli11gs C'Rch, y% have 5 ducklings each ,md the rest. have
3 cluckliugs each. The c1vcrngc number of ducklings per duck is HJ. Determine all possihll'
h1teqcr Yalm.•s of x aud y.

2. (a) Find all rPal nnmbcrs t-=/- () such tlrnt t.r2 - (2t - 1)1· + (5t - 1) 2'. 0 for all real numbers
1·. 

(h) Find all real numbers t-=/- 0 such tl11-1t t.r2 - (2t - l)x + (5t - 1) 2 0 for 1'111 x 2'. 0.

3. Points A.. B. C' and D lie on 1:1 circ-1<' in that orclf'r. so that A.13 = BC and AD= BC+ CD.

Dctnrni1w !.BAD.

-L Ll't II he a posit.in' int<·gcr. A 2" x 2" hol'lnl. m1s::-mg a 1 x 1 S(Jll1H"t' m1v·ld1erc. is to lw
partitio11cd iuto rectangles \Yhose side lC'ngths an· intq�ral poKNS of 2. DC'terrnine in term::- of 
11 thr srnallest 11rn11ber of rcc-t1mg;ll's c1111ong <'Ill s1Hh pmti1ions. wlH'H'\'t'f the> missing sqnarc• 
1111-1�· \)('. 

5. LC't .f he c1 11011-<·onsL-mt. polynomi11l \Yit h nm1-nq�MivP iutt'gPr c-odticicnts.

38 

(a) Pron· that if,\! Aud m ,u-c positiw intcgns �11d1 tlrnt JI is clivisihlP by f(rn). then
f(.'1 + m) is 1-1lso divi:,;ible by f(m).

(h) Pron· t lic1t t lwn· cxi:;ts a positiYe intq!;C'r II such t hc1t l'ad1 of f ( n) and f ( n + 1) is cl
composite m1mbn.
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The Alberta High School Mathematics Competition 

Solution to Part II, 2010. 

1. ,ve have llx + 5y + 3(100 - x -y) = 1000 or 4x + y = 350. Since y 2'. 0. we get x ::S 87.
Since :r + y ::S 100. we also have that 3::i: 2: 250. l:iO :c > 84. Tims the only solutions arc
(:r,y) = (84, 14), (85,10), (86,G) and (87,2).

2. For <>it.her (8.) or (h), dearly tlH' !E-ading coefficient t of the quadratic must. he positi\'e . 

(a.) For the inequality to hold for all real .T, the discriminant. must be non-positive. that is,

0 2: (2t - 1)2 
- 4t(5t -1) = 1 - Hit2 

= (1 -4t)(l + 4t). 

SinC'C t > 0, 1 + ,lf > 0. so we need 1 - .:lt ::S 0. Thus t 2'. �. 

(b) ,\'e HOW lwv0 the Additional possibility that the two roots of the quadratic an• real and
non-positive . This holds if rmd onlY if O < t ::S 1- 2t - 1 ::S O ,,ncl 5t - 1 2: 0. This is
equivalent to t ::St ::S �. Combi11iJ1g \\·ith the a11swer to (a). we have l 2'. !,.

3. First Solution:

Pntting AB= BC= band CD= c:, we get AD= b ...... r. Lrt LEAD= n. Since ABCD
is ('yclic, LBCD = 180° -n. Applying the cosine law to t.riangles BAD and BCD. \Ye h,-n-e
RD� = li-1 + (b+ c)2 -2b(b+ r) cos n and BD2 = b1 -i--c2 -2bcc·os(l80° -0) = b2 

+ c2 
+ 2bcc-os n.

Hence b2 
+ (IJ+ c)2 

- 2b(/J+ c)coso = b2 + c2 + 2bcrnsn-. so that. 1/2 + 2hc = (2// + 4/Jc) cos<i.
This >·ielcl::; cos 0: =½,so that n = 60° is thP on!_,. possibility.

A 

Second Solution: 

Let E 1H' t.lH.' point on AD such that DE= DC. so tlrnt AE = AD -DE= BC= AB. �uw 
LflDE = !..BDC si11cc thE'y arc snbtended by the equc1l arn; llA and BC. It follow� tlwt 
tric111gb; llED and BCD are congruc11t. so that BE =BC= BA = AE, triangle BAE is 
equilatcn:d and LBATJ = G(f. 

-l. First Solution:

The ilfC'H of the 1nmc-turrcl homd is 2211 -1. T!tC' bc1se-2 rcprl'SC)11tation of this nnmber C'o11sists 
of 211 ls. Since thP- area of t�ach rrctm1gle in the partition is a powc'r of 2. we must lrn\'e at 
least 211 n•ctar1gles. There Pxist. such partitions with l'X,,vtlY 211 redm1glcs. DiYiclt> the board 
in lrnl\Ts by 1-1 !tori:wnt;Jl grid li11e. Set a.o.;idE' thP OIH.' with t hf' missing sq1wni a11d cowr the 
other wit.h a rectangle of height 2 11

-

1
. Rcp(•ati11g the proc-rss \\'ith the strips spt. Hsiclc. we 

obt.ain n'dangles with decreasing heights 211
-

2
. 2"-:1 . .... :2 1 ,rncl 2° a total of II rect1,nglc:;.

,re 11mY divide the rcsulti11g 2" x 1 board in !talv<'s by a \·crtiC',11 line. Set a�idc the� onP with 
th(' missing squme and l'over the othrr with a rPctanglr of \Yidth 2"-1

. f{cpcc1ti11g the pro('c.ss 
with the strip:;; set. asicle. we obtain another II r<'ctangle� ,Yitli chTeasing widths. for fl total 
of 2n rPctauglcs iu th(' own-111 pifftition. 
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Second Solution: 

DiYiclc the board i11to four congruent. quadrants. Sd aside the onf' ,Yith the missing square. 
\Ierge two of the ot hf'r quadrn.nts into one rectangle and keep the third quaclra11t R� the second 
rectm1glc. In n·clnciug a 2" x 2" board d0\n1 toil 211

-

1 x 2n-I board. we use two rectangles. It
follm,·s that ,w will 11st' exactly 2n rectangles in the OYc·rnll prlrt.itiou . ,vc now prow that we 
cmmot gd b)· with H smaller m11nbcr. The area of a rcctangk of the prescribed type is a pO\.ver 
of 2. The s111,dle::;t ha;; area 1, all(! the largC'st lrns HH'd 2211-1. Tims there are 2'11 different sizes.
If we use 011c of each size, the total area of tlwsc 211 redH11gles is 1 + 2 + • • • + 2211-1 

= 22" - 1,
f'xadly· the size of the punctured d1essboc1rd. Co11sidcr an:i· other c:ollect.ion of rectangles 
whose an�as arc pmwrs of 2 and whose total nrec1 is 22"-1 - 1. Replace n.11y pair of rectangles
of cqw-d area by one ·with t,:vice the an•r1,. Rcp('at trntil 110 fttrthcr replacement is possible. The 
rl's11lti11p; colle>ct.im1 c-ousists of rf'ct,mgll's of disti11c-t arc'as "·liicl1 mt' powe'rs of 2, aud with 
total arf'a 2211

-
1 

- 1. It cau only he our C'ollc•ction. ,md :-;iuce nwrg;Ns ouly red11ce the rnunber 
of l('Ctm1glcs, 2n is i11dl'f'd mininrnm. 

S. (a) \'ote that f(JI +m.)- J(n,) is a smn of terms of the• form u1,-((JI +·111f-ni"') where a1,- is
the' codfic·icnt of the term .i:� in f(.r). Si11c<' cac-h term is divisible b�· .H = (:U + 111)- 111. 
so is f(,H + m) - f(m). Sincl' JI is divisiblP lJY f(tn) . .IV,!+ 111) - J(,11) is diYisiblc- b�
.f(-11, ). It follows that J(M + 111) is divisil)lc hy f(111 ). 

(b) Siuct' ,ill the C"Odficic11ts off nrc' 11011-rn'f!/ltin' aud f' is 11011-c-onst m1t. it is strictly increas
ing,. Lt->t JI = f(2)f(3) and n = .1I + 2. I3y (a). f(11) is di,·isibk by f(2) ,1ml f('ll + 1)
is cli,·isiblc by f(3). Since f(11 + 1) > .f(11) > f(:3) > f(2) > f(l) 2 1. both .f(n) and
.f(11 + 1) art-> c:omposit.0.
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Print ID# _____ (preprinted) /100 

School Name __________ _ Student Name ___________ (Print First, Last) 

2010 Edmonton Junior High Math Contest 

Part I: Multiple Choice (PRINT neatly, 
use CAPITAL letters, 4 points each) 

Part II: Numeric Response (PRINT small but legibly, 
6 pointc, each) 

1. 

3. 

5. 

7. 

9. 

Part l: 

Part II: 

2. 11. 

4. 13. 

6. 15. 

8. 17. 

10. l 9. 

____ x 4 + ____ x 2 = ____ (be sure blanks$ 3) 

Correct 

___ x6= 

Blank 

Correct 

Total= ____ (enter the total score above) 

Instructions 

12. 

14. 

16. 

18. 

20. 

I. Calculator, grid paper and scrap paper are permitted. You may write on the booklet.

2. Programmable calculators and cellphones are not allowed.

MARKER 

ONLY 

3. Don't write your answers too LARGE because others might see your answers. COYER your answers at
all times.

4. All fractions must be proper and reduced to lowest terms.

5. Each correct answer is worth 4 points for multiple choice and 6 points for numeric response.

6. Each incorrect answer is worth O points.

7. Each unanswered question in Part I is worth 2 points up to a maximum of 6 points.

8. Unanswered questions in Part II are worth O points.

9. You have 90 minutes of writing time.

10. When done. carefully REMOVE and HAND IN only page I.
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

1. The side lengths of a rectangle are whole numbers and the perimeter is 202 cm. What is the largest area 
possible? 
A) 1000 cm� 
B) 2050 cm2 

C) 2550 cm' 
D) 3050 cm' 
E) none of these 

2 . .r is a positive number with the property that x' + � = 23. The value of x + _!_ is 
A) 5 x· X 

B)7 

C)..fij 
D) ,j46 
E) none of these 

2 11 2 3. How many whole numbers, 11, can be found so that - < - < - ? 
A) 3 7 11 3 
8)4 
C)5 

D)6 
E) none of these 

4. If p, p + 10 and p + 14 are all prime numbers. how many possible values are there of p? 
A)O 

B) I 

C) 2 
D)3 
E) infinitely many 

5. In how many ways can two As, two Bs and two Cs be arranged in a row so that no two adjacent letters are 
the same? 
A) 120 
B) 90 
C) 60 
D) 45 
E)30 

6. Given: 3' 
A) -126 
B) -60 
C)O 

D) 60 
E) 126 

1·-� .¥-J I' 

= 9 and 2 = 8 , find the value of xy. 

7. If .r represents the units digit in the product of the first I 00 prime numbers, and y represents the sum of the 
units digits of the first IO multiples of 3, find .r + y. 

42 

A) 5 
B) 15 
C) 18 
D) 45 
E)48 
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8. Twenty-four teens washed one-third of the cars lined up for a charity car wash in 4 hours. Then more teens
joined the car-washing team, and the remaining cars were washed in another 6 hours. How many teens
joined the team?
A) 4

B)8
C) 16
D) 32
E) 64

9. Kristoff earned $ I 0.00 each day for a week shovelling walks. On the eighth day he earned $ I .75 more
than his average earnings for all 8 days. How much did Kristoff make on the eighth day?
A)$11.00
B)$11.75
C) $12.00
D)$13.75
E) $15.00

I 0. 3._ and � represent positive fractions. Which expression represents the sum of the two fractions that are 
I. 21· . 2 5 

evenly spaced between - and - ? 
/' 2l 9 - .

A)-

2f 

B) .!_Q
f

C)-1
6/ 

D)2
12f 

E)�
6f

Numeric Response (Record answers on page 1.) 

11. ABCD is a trapezoid, with side AB parallel to side CD. Sides: AB. BC and DA are equal and are of length
2 cm. Side CD has length of 4 cm. The measure of angle ADC is ____ 0 

l 2. The product of the digits of the number 176 is 42. How many other three-digit numbers have 42 as the
product of their digits? 

13. Alyssa said to Bryan, "If you give me half of your money. I will have just enough to buy that horse." Bryan
replied, "If instead you give me two-thirds of your money. I will have just enough to buy that same horse."
Neither gave, and instead spent all their money buying pigs. each of which cost the same. If Alyssa bought
30 pigs, how many did Bryan buy?

l 4. The length and area of a rectangle can be expressed as x\ and x3_r:, respectively, where x and y are natural
numbers. If the area is 1323 m:. what is the perimeter of the rectangle? 

15. The sum of three positive integers is 9. What is the least possible product of their reciprocals'? Express
your unswer to the nearest thousandth.

16. A large rectangular field is subdivided into 4 congruent rectangular fields as shown at the
right. The area of the large rectangular field is 3468 m2

• Find the area or a square field that
has the same perimeter as the large field before it was subdivided. Express your answer to
the nearest whole square metre.
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17. The height of a cone is increased by I 0% and the radius is decreased by I 0%. By what per cent, expressed
to the nearest tenth of a per cent, will the volume of the cone change? (Volume of cone:::: ,rR" H , where
R is the radius and His the height) 3 

18. If you randomly select 3 vertices of a regular hexagon, and then connect them, what is the probability that
a right triangle will be formed? Express your answer as a decimal, to the nearest hundredth.

19. Kylee is a cheerleader and has a drawer that contains four colours of porns. Ninety are gold, 70 are green.
50 are blue and 40 are red. She randomly pulls out porns, one at a time, without looking at the colours.
What is the fewest number of porns that Kylee must remove to be certain that she has at least IO pairs of
matching porns?

20. Travis left home, travelled 12 km west to the grocery store, then 6 km south to the post office, then 2 km
west to the bank, then x km north to the library. The shortest distance from the library to Travis's home is
15 km. What i� the farthest distance that the library can be from the bank? Express your answer to the
nearest tenth of a kilometre.
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Print ID# _____ /I 00 

School Name __________ _ Student Name __________ _ (Print First, Last) 

2010 Edmonton Junior High Math Contest Solutions 

Part I: Multiple Choice (PRINT neatly, 
use CAPITAL letters, 4 points each) 

Part II: Numeric Response (PRINT small but legibly, 
6 points each) 

I. C 2. A 11. 60° 

3. B 4. B 13. 20

5. E 6. E 15. 0.037

7. D 8. B 17. 10.9

9. C 10. A 19. 23

Part I: _ ___ x 4 + ____ x 2 = ____ (be sure blanks:,; 3) 

Correct Blank 

Part II: ___ x 6 = ___ _ 

Correct 

Total= ____ (enter the total score above) 

Instructions 

12. 1 I

14. 168

16. 3540

18. 0.60

20. 11.4

I. Calculator. grid paper and scrap paper are permitted. You may write on the booklet.

2. Programmable calculators and cellphones are not allowed.

MARKER 

ONLY 

3. Don't write your answers too LARGE because others might see your answers. COVER your answers at
all times.

4. All fractions must be proper and reduced to lowest terms.

5. Each correct answer is worth 4 points for multiple choice and 6 points for numeric response.

6. Each incorrect answer is worth O points.

7. Each unanswered question in Part I is worth 2 points up to a maximum of 6 points.

8. Unanswered questions in Part II are worth O points.

9. You have 90 minutes of writing time.

I 0. When done, carefully REMOVE and HAND IN only page 1.
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Multiple-Choice Questions 

I. The side lengths of a rectangle are whole numbers and the perimeter is 202 cm. What is the largest area
possible? 
A) 1000 cm"
B) 20S0 cm2 

C) 2550 cm"
D) 3050 cm"
E) none of these
Solution: C) 2550 cm2 

The largest area is obtained when the rectangle's shape is closest to a square. Since 202 .;- 4 = 50.5 and the 
sides must be whole numbers, the shape closest to a square would have dimensions of 50 and 51. The area 
is 50(5 I)= 2550. Thus, the answer is C) 25S0 cm2

• 

2. xis a positive number with the property that x2 + � = 23. The value of x + _!_ is

46 

A) 5 x- x 

B)7

C) ,./23
D) ,./46
E) none of these

Solution: A) 5

The square of x + J_ is 

( 1 )" , ') ( I 1 X + - -= x- + ... x - ) + -,
X X X-

= X: + _l_ + 2

Replace x2 + _l_ with 23 
x 2 

= 23 + 2 
= 25 

Since. (x + J_ )2 = 25, the square root of (x + J_ )' is x + J_ and x + J_ = ./25 and ./25 = S. This is answer A).
X X X X 

? 11 2 3. How many whole numbers, 11, can be found so that ..:. < -< - ?
A) 3 7 11 3 
B)4 
C) S

0)6

E) none of these
Solution is B) 4

Multiply � < .!!.... < 3_ by 11.
7 11 3 

t I ( 3. < .!!.... < I) which is equivalent to
7 11 3 

')' ')' 

..:.:. < n < ..:.:. which is equivalent to
7 3 

3.l4<n<7.33
Therefore, there are four whole numbers: 4, 5. 6 and 7, which is answer B).
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4. If p, p + 10 and p + 14 are all prime numbers, how many possible values are there of p?
A)O

B) I
C) 2
D) 3
E) infinitely many
Solution is B) 
The pair wise differences of the three numbers are 4, IO and 14. No two of these numbers leave the same 
remainder when divided by 3. Therefore, one of them will be divisible by 3. Since they are all prime numbers, 
one of them is 3, which means p = 3. Therefore, p + l O = 13, and p + 14 = l 7, which are all prime. Therefore, 
there is only I possible value for p. This is answer B). 

5. In how many ways can two As, two Bs and two Cs be arranged in a row so that no two adjacent letters are
the same?
A) 120
B) 90
C) 60
D) 45
E) 30
Solution is E) 30 
There are six ways to arrange the two As and the two Bs without worrying about adjacent letters being the 
same. These six arrangements are ABAB, BABA AABB, BBAA, ABBA, BAAB. Now determine how many 
ways the two Cs can be added. In AABB and BBAA, the two Cs must be added between the two As and the 
two Bs. So, there are two arrangements. In ABBA and BAAB, one of the two Cs must be between the two 
Bs in the first case and the two As in the second case. The other C can go in front or at the back, or between 
an A and a B. So, there are eight arrangements. In ABAB and BABA, there are five places where C can go, 
and the two Cs cannot go in the same place. So, they can be in places 1-2, l -3, 1-4, 1-5, 2-3, 2-4. 2-5, 3-4, 
3-5 and 4-5. So, there arc 20 arrangements of this. The final total is 2 + 8 + 20 = 30. Which is answer E).

r i·-2 r-3 r 
6. Given: 3 · = 9 · and 2 · · = 8 · , find the value of xy.

A) -126
B) -60
C) 0
D) 60
E) 126
Solution is E) 126

.r 1·-2 \"-2 

Given: 3 = 9 · , rewrite 9 as base 3
X t·-2 

3 = 3cc )
Therefore, x = lr -

4
1 ,. 

Given: 2 = 8 · , rewrite 8 · as base 2
2 .r-J = 2(3) ·'
Therefore, x -3 = 3y,
Since, x = 2y -4, replace x with 2y -4 in the equation x -3 = 3y

X - 3 = 3y
2y -4 -3 = 3y
Solve for y:
y = -7
Substitute y = -7 into the equation: x = 2y -4 
X = 2y-4 
x=2(-7)-4 
X = -]8 
Therefore, xy = (-18)(-7) 
xy = 126 which is answer E) 
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7. If x represents the units digit in the product of the first 100 prime numbers, and y represents the sum of the
units digits of the first IO multiples of 3, find x + y.

A)5
B) 15
C) 18
D) 45
E)48 

The solution is D) 45. 
In the list of the first 100 prime numbers, 2 and 5 appear. Therefore the unit ·s digit of the product will be a 
0. The first IO multiples of 3 are 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18. 21, 24, 27 and 30. The sum of these numbers is 45. So,
x = 0 and y = 45. x + y = 0 + 45
T herefore, the sum is 45. which is answer D).

8. Twenty-four teens washed one-third of the cars lined up for a charity car wash in 4 h. Then more teens joined
the car-washing team, and the remaining cars were washed in another 6 hours. How many teens joined the
team?

48 

A) 4

8)8

C) 16

D) 32
E) 64

Solution: The answer is B) 8. 
Let C represent the number of cars lined up to be washed. 
Use the formula: Work= Rate x Time 
_!_ C = 24( 4) where 24 (the number of workers) represents the Rate and 4 represents the Time
3
Solve for C. 
C = 288. 
Therefore. there were 288 cars lined up to be washed. 
Let N represent the number of workers joining after 4 hours. 
Two-thirds of the cars remain to be washed by 24 + N workers in 6 hours. Substitute into the work 
formula. 
W=RxT 

3..c = (24 + N)6 
3 
Replace C with 288 and solve for N. 

3_ (288J = (24 + N)6 

192 = 144 + 6n 
48 = 8N 

8=N 

N = 8, which is answer B). 
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9. Kristoff earned$ I 0.00 each day for a week shovelling walks. On the eighth day he earned $1.75 more than
his average earnings for all 8 days. How much did Kristoff make on the eighth day
A) $11.00
B) $11.75
C) $12.00
D) $13.75
E)$15.00

Solution is: C) $12.00 
The earnings for 7 days at $10.00/day is $70. Add this to a, which represents the average of all eight days 
plus the $1.75 increase. Divide by 8 and set equal to a.

70+a+I.75 
-----=a 

8 

71.75 +Cl= 8a 
7 l .75=7a
I0.25=a 
Add$ 1.75 to $10.25 to find his earnings on the 8th day. 
$1.75 +$I 0.25 = $12.00, which is answer C). 

I 0. 3-- and _2_ represent positive fractions. Which expression represents the sum of the two fractions that 
I 2/ -

2 5 are evenly spaced between - and - ? 
9 I 2.f

A)-

2f 

B) 2.Q
f

C)-1 
6f 

D)�
12.f

E) 25
6.f

Solution is A) � 
2/ 

Find the difference of the two fractions: 
5 2 5 4 I 

Ti- 7
= 

Ti- 2} =2/ 

Divide the difference by 3: 
I I 

2/ 7 3 = 6/

Add this quotient to the first fraction: 
2 I 12 l 13 
f + 6f = 6f 

+ 6f = 6/

Add the quotient to the sum. 
S d f. . 13 I 14 econ racuon: 6/ + 6f = 6f
The two fractions are: Jl. and li.. 

6f 6.f 

F- d h . 13 14 '27 9 tn t elf sum: 6/ + 6/ = 6/ = 
21

This is answer A). 
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Numeric Response 

l l. ABCD is a trapezoid, with side AB parallel to side CD. The sides: AB, BC and DA are equal and are of
length 2 cm. Side CD has length of 4 cm. The measure of angle ADC is __ . 

The solution is 60°. 

p 

B 

o,__ ____________ ___,c 

Let P be the point of intersection of AD and BC. Since AB is parallel to CD and AB is half of CD, AB 
is the midline of triangle PCD. Therefore. A is the midpoint of PD and B is the midpoint of PC. And 
PC = PD= CD= 4 cm. Therefore. triangle PCD is equilateral, and angle ADC has a measure of 60°. 

12. The product of the digits of the number 176 is 42. How many other three-digit numbers have 42 as the
product of their digits?

The solution is 11. 
A product of 42 can be formed two ways using three whole numbers: 
I x 6 x 7 or 2 x 3 x 7 
Rearranging these numbers, the following three-digit numbers can be formed: 
167, 176, 671, 617, 761, 7 I 6 ,  237, 273, 327, 3 72, 723 and 732. Since, the number 176 was given, there 
are I I other ways. 

13. Alyssa said to Bryan, "If you give me half of your money, I will have just enough to buy that horse." Bryan
replied, "If instead you give me two-thirds of your money, I will have just enough to buy that same horse."
Neither gave, and instead spent all their money buying pigs, each of which cost the same. If Alyssa bought
30 pigs, how many did Bryan buy?

50 

The solution is 20. 
Alyssa's money plus half of Bryan·s was equal to Bryan's money plus two-thirds of Alyssa's. 
Therefore. one third of Alyssa's money was equal to half of Bryan's. Since Alyssa bought 30 pigs, she 
bought IO pigs with one third of her money. And, Bryan bought IO pigs with half of his money. Or he 
bought 20 pigs total. 
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14. The length and area of a rectangle can be expressed as x\· and x·1y
2, respectively, where x and y are natural

numbers. If the area is 1323 m2
, what is the perimeter of the rectangle?

The solution is 168 m. 
Since the area is 1323 m2

, and x and y are natural numbers, 1323 must be written as the product of a 
perfect square number and a perfect cube number. The prime factorization of 1323 is 3 x 3 x 3 x 7x 
7. Therefore, x = 3 and y = 7.
Area of a rectangle: A = lw

x-'yc = (x2y)w 
J 1 

X y =W 
x'y 

This simplifies to xy = w 
The perimeter of a rectangle is 21 + 2w 
P = 21 + 2w 
P = 2(x2y) + 2xy, replace x with 3 and y with 7. 
P = 2(327 ) + 2(3)(7) 
P = 168. 
The perimeter of the rectangle is 168 m. 

15. The sum of three positive integers is 9. What is the least possible product of their reciprocals? Express your
answer to the nearest thousandth.

The solution is 0.037. 
Possible Sums Product of Reciprocals 
1+1+7 lxixt=+ 
I 2 6 I 

I I _ 1 + + X2X6-lc 
I 3 5 I I I _ 1 +_+ X3X5-15
I 4 4 I I I I + + X4X4=� 
2+2+5 
2+3+4 
3+3+3 

I I I_ I 
2 X2 Xs- 20 
.lx.lx.l-.l 
c .l 4 - 24 
I I I_ I 

3 X 3 XJ - 27 

The smallest product= z\ = 0.037 

16. A large rectangular field is subdivided into 4 congruent rectangular fields as shown at the
right. The area of the large rectangular field is 3468 m2

• Find the area of a square field that
has the same perimeter as the large field before it was subdivided. Express your answer to
the nearest whole square metre.

The solution is 3540 m2
. 

Since the rectangle is divided into 4 congruent rectangles, the original rectangle
has a length to width ratio of 4 to 3. So, the perimeter of the original rectangle
can be expressed as I 4x and the area as I 2x2

• 

Therefore, 12x2 = 3468. and x = 17 . 
The perimeter of the original rectangle is 2(4x) + 2(3x) 

P = 2(4)(17) + 2(3)(17) 
P = 238 m 

Therefore, a square with perimeter 238 m would have side length of 238 7 4 or 
59.5 m. 

., , .  .t 

[Il} 
.\ ; 

The area of the square is 59.52 or 3540.15 111'. Rounded to the nearest whole metre squared: 3540 1112. 
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17 . The height of a cone is increased by I 0% and the radius is decreased by I 0%. By what per cent, expressed

to the nearest tenth of a per cent. will the volume of the cone change? (Volume of cone= 1rR 2 H , where
R is the radius and H is the height) 3 

E 

The solution is 10.9%.
Let the R = IO units and the H = IO units.

Substitute into the formula: V = 1rR� H

3 

V= 1r]0210 
3 

V = I 000Jr
3 

F A The altered cone has a height increase of I 0%. so the new H 

B 

D C 

is 1 1. The altered cone has a radius decrease of 10%. so the new 
R is 9. Substitute into the volume formulas. 

V= JrR�H
3 

JT9'11 
Y=--

3 

V = 89!Jr
3 

Th. . d . l f 1000n
1s 1s a ecrease in vo ume o 

3 
which is I 0.9 % of the original volume. 

891Jr 109Jr --- or--
3 3 

18. lf you randomly select 3 vertices of a regular hexagon, and then connect them, what is the probability that
a right triangle will be formed? Express your answer as a decimal, to the nearest hundredth.

The solution is 0.60 
There are 20 triangles that can be formed: ABC. ABD, ABE, ACE, ADC, ADE. AFC, AFD, BCD. BCE, 

BCF. BDF, CDE, CDF, DEF, EDB. EFA. EFB, FAB. FEC. Of these. 12 are right triangles: ABO, ABE, 
AFC, AFD, ADE, ADC, BCF, BCE, CDF, EDB. EFB. FEC. Therefore. the probability of selecting a right 

12 
triangle is - or 0.60 

20 
19. Kylee is a cheerleader and has a drawer that contains four colours of porns. Ninety are gold, 70 are green,

50 are blue and 40 are red. She randomly pulls out porns, one at a time, without looking at the colours.
What is the fewest number of porns that Ky lee must remove to be certain that she has at least IO pairs of
matching poms'1 The solution is 23.

52 

Look at the worst-case scenario, which is that Kylee pul1s out 18 porns of the same colour. She will still
have 9 pairs of matching porns. She could then pull out 4 more porns that are one of each colour. Sti11, she
would have only 9 pairs of matching porns from the 22 porns removed. However, the next porn removed.
her 23rd pull, must match with an existing porn. thereby forming her I 0th pair of matching porns.
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20. Travis left home. travel led 12 km west to the grocery store, then 6 km south to the post office, then 2 km
west to the bank, then x km north to the library. The shortest distance from the library to Travis's home is
15 km. What is the farthest distance that the library can be from the bank? Express your answer to the
nearest tenth of a kilometer.

Y: 
12 

. � .. Libtary ..... 
' . 

"]·1 ....... . .................. . 

··l 

. 7 

tJ 

5 

·4

3
.. 2

- I

. ' 

- ¥ • • • • • • •  ¥• - • • • • • • - - • •• ' • •  ' • ' - - • 

' . 

X 

2 f . 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

Suppose home is at the point ( 17. 8) and the grocery is 12 units west ( left) at the point (5. 8). Then the post 
office would be 6 units to the south (down) at the point (5. 2). The bank would be 2 units west (left) at the 
point (3, 2). The library is located on the vertical line passing through the point (3. 2). Form a right triangle 
with hypotenuse of 15 km which is the shortest distance from the library to Travis's home. One leg is the 
horizontal distance from home (I 7. 8) to the vertical 1 ine with x-coordinate of 3. which has a length of 14. 
Find the other leg using the Pythagorean property. 
a2 

= c2 
- b2 

a2 =152 -142 
a2 

= 225 - 196 
a2 

= 29 
a=m 
a= 5.385 

a� 

14 km

The library could either be below the horizontal I inc joining home at ( 17, 8) to the vertical line with 
x-coordinate of 3 or it could be above the line. If it is below the horizontal line the distance would be
6 -5.4 = 0.6 km. If above the horizontal line, the distance would be 6 + 5.4 = 11.4 km. Since the farthest
distance was requested. the answer is 6 + 5.4 or 11.4 km.
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34thCALGARY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 

l'vIATHEI'dATICS CONTEST 

April 28; 2010 

:'\/\:\IE: ----=---s c--=-)-=L--=U--=T-=-I o=--N=----'--=-s _ _ _ __ GE:\'DER: 

PLEASE PRI'.\'T (First name Last name,) 

SCHOOL: _______________ _ GRADE: 

□ □ 
�i f 

(7,8,9) 

• Yon hm·e 90 rni1111t0s for t.lw fixc1mim1tion. The> test has

two p,lrts: PART A - short answC'r: c1ml PART B

ln11g c111swc•r. The exsm has!) page's including tl1is 011c. 

I MARKERS' USE ONLY I 
• Eal"li COITE-'l't answer to PART A will srnre 5 poinb.

You nrnst put the auswcr in th0 span· pro,·id('CI. :\"o

pRrt rnnrks an· givt·11.

• Lwh prohl0m in PART I3 carric's !) points. You should

:-;how all \'onr work. Su111c credit for Pach prohkm is

bc1scd 011 the d,u-it�- and ('<m1plctc1wss uf _\·our c111s\Y<'r.

Yon should nrnkc it clear why the ,mswcr is l"urrcct.

PART A has a total possible• srnrP of .J.5 poims. PART

13 has a total possible srnn• uf 5.J. point::;.

• You ar!' pcrmitt0d t hf' use of rough paper. Gc•onH'

t1)' i11stn1mc11h arc not m'ccssan·. RefC'n•uces incl\1(1-

ing mat lw11rnt ical tahlPs 1-111d formula shf'f'ts are not

permittf'd. Simple c-nkulators \\·ithont progrnmmiug

or graphic- rnpnbilitic·s are allo\\'Pd. Diagnu11:-s an· not

drawn to scale. They arc intenc!Pd as \'is1rnl hints oulv.

• \ \'hr11 t lw t0adH'r t<'lls you to :-;tart \\'(Jrk you :-should

n'nd all tlH' problem:-; aud srlect those nm haw the

best dm11cn to do first. You :-d1011lcl a11sw!'r as 1w111y

probk1us as possihl<'. but _,·011 lllHY uot hm-<' tim<' to

ans\\'f'I' all t ht' probbns.

PART A 

xS 

Bl 

I32 

133 

134 

BS 

BG 

TOTAL 

(max: £.l!J) 

BE SURE TO MARK YOUR NAJ\1E AND SCHOOL AT THE TOP OF 

THIS PAGE. 

THE EXAM HAS 9 PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER PAGE. 

Please return the entire exa111 to your supervising teacher 

at the end of 90 minutes. 
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Page 2 of 9 
PART A: SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS 

A 1 The product of thrt'C different prime nuinbers i;; ..J2. What is the sum of the three prime nnmlwrs? 

/'\2 Fom <1lhletes c1t the Olvmpic C-OlllJX'titions i:ll'C' th<:' oul,· particip,-mts in <'ach of eight events. For each eYent. tlrn.=-e 1111,•clals arC' awarded. Each of these fom athletc:s wins 1.l1e sc1111c numlier of rnednls. How 111,rny mHinls cli<l C'nch c1tltlete wiu'?

./\3 Two sidl's of a triangle hm·e lengths ficm and Gem. The men of I he triangk is a � positiYC i11tegpr. \\.hat is the waxi1m1JJ1 po::;sihle mc;;1 of :,jUd1 a triangle, in C11i? � 

A 4 Rose? has to write fin, h?sts for h<'r class. wltere Pc1d1 test has a maximum po::;sibk � score of J 00. Site aycraged a scorn of 80 011 her first four te:-ts. \\'hat is the rnaximmn 84 possiblP ,n-erage shP can get 011 all fiye tC'sts? 

A5 ;\"otice tl1at 1 - 2 = -1. 1 - (2 - :3) = 2 . .-1.ml 1 - (2 - (3 - -lJ) = -2. \\'hat is 
l - ( 2 - ( 3 - ( .J - · · · - JOO))) ... )':
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A6 The' 1mmber
2100 + 299 + 298 

14 

is 0q11al to 2". for some positin' integer n. Find n . 

. A.7 A rl'ch111g11lnr billiard tablP hm; cli111l'l!sio11s -1 fppt by 9 feet as shown. A ball is shot

front .4. lioU!lC'('S ofl" nc so tlrnt n11g]p 1 = angle 2. hounc-PS off AD so tlrnt angle 3 =

angle• 4 aud P11ds up at C. \\"hat is the dist a11<'c' ( in f<'Pl) t lrnt t llC' ball trnvelccF 

A8 

A9 

56 

B 9 ft C 

1 2 

4 ft 

3 4 

A D 

:1.r1 - (I 
S11pposC' t lrnt n is a rcrt aiu real mrn1lwr so tliat -,--- is always t!lC' sanw 1rnrnbc'f 

.1'2 T 2
110 mattt•r what n·,d munbcr .r is. \\"lint is u'.' 

The rn1m\wrs 1. 2. 3. · • • . 100 an' ,nitteu in a rmY. \\·c fir�t n·mm•p tlw first munl>n 

and c•vc•n· spc·mHI 1111rnhcr aftrr tliat \\"ith the• rPmainillg 1111111lH•r,-;. \\"<' again re111ovl'

t lH' first 1111111li<'r and ('V('r\. SC'c-011d 11u1nbc·r aft pr that. \ \"l' rqH'at t Ii is prnc-Pss until 

ouc• 11111nlwr rc11Jai11s. \\'hat is this 11u111ber':'
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PART B: LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS 

Bl In a video game. the goal is tn rnlkct roirn, and levels. A pla:-'cr's level is calculated

by finding the numLer of digits of The rnunber of coi11s he has collected. For example, 

if a player has 2-10 toin::;. then the playcr·s level is :1. sinl'c 240 has 3 digiti;. Currently. 

Lario h:=i,i; 120 coius ,rnd .\Iuigi lrns !J600 coins. 

(a) (-1 marks) \\'hat ii; \luigi·i; l<:',·Pl'1 How niauy coim rloes '.\luigi need to rnllcc:t to

iucreasi� his levd b)· l'?

Solution: .\luigi has !.!600 coins. which has four digits. Therefore. t\luigi's level

is :1-

In order for \luigi to reach lewl S . .\luigi mu:,;t rnllcrt 10000 - 9600 = 400 coirn;

to iucrcasc his le\'(�l by 1.

(b) (5 marks) In their next game. Lario and \Juigi t'ac-h cnlkct tlH·! �ame number of

c-oius, aud tll(':v <'ml up ,tt th<' same level. \\'hat is tlH' :-anallest mm1ber of coins

that LHrio and \luigi C"ould ead1 have c-ullcded ro accomplish this feat?

Solution: Lario 1weds 1000 - 120 = 8�0 rnins to increase his kvel h:-· 1 to -1.

After rolkc-ting 880 c-oin�. \luigi will have 9600 + 880 = 10480 coins. H{'llCC'.

\Juigi i$ at lcn'l 5. ThnPfore. fm Lario and \luigi lo ellcl up at thf� sa1ue lcYel,

Lirio ncf'Cb to colkd 1()000 - 1000 = 0000 11101e C"Oius. Aftf'r that, �fuigi will

have- 10-180+9000 = 19-180. Then both Lario aud l\fuigi will be at the same kvC'I.

TIH'rdorC'. Lc1rio and :\luigi ll<'ed to collect 880 � 9000 = 9880 coins.

82 You are prep;iring skewers of meat balls. "·hen· <'ad1 skewer ha;; either,! or fi meatballs

on it. Altogether _\·ou use :{2 skl'\YC'rs al](! 150 meatballs. How nrnn:v skf'w<'l'$ hm,-f' only 

-I meatballs ou thl'm·1

Solution 1: Suppos<' all of the sk<·wers c·ontciin -I rneatba.lls. Tht'll the H11111l>r.r of 

meatballs used i::; :32 x -l = 128 1t1f'athalls. Thf'refon•. m� llf'Pd '150 - 128 = 22 lllOH' 

lllf'atballs. Evc•r:; skewer 11·ith -l meatballs that WP diangr to a skcwn with (j mcathnlls 

iucTt'aS(':; tlH' mnnher of 111Pil!h,dl,; by 2. Therefore. iu onlt·r to h,1vc 150 lll('athnlb 

total. t hcrl' c1re 22/2 = 11 :;kc\\Trs with G nH·atb,1lb. Therf'fure, there an· :.:!2 - 11 = 21 

skcwf'rs with -l n1c•athalk ThC' ,mswf'r is 21. 

Solution 2: Let J' be the rn11nbrr of skc'\HTs "·ith -l 1uc'athalb t•ach. TliNefore. there 

,:1n• :32 - .t skewers with G meatlialls eaC"h. Since therl' arv 150 lllf'ntballs total. 

This simplifies to 

-1.r � 1D2 - 6:r = 150 �- '.2.r = -l2. 

ThC'rdore, .1· = 21. The ,mswf'l· is 21. 
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B3 Klrnlid. Lesley. Mei and Noel are seated at 10 c-m, 20 cm, 30 cm. and 40 cm, respec
t ivcly, from the corners of a 120 c-m by l SO cm dining table. as shown in the figure. If 
the salt, S, is plated so that the total dist.:-1.ncc SJ( + SL + SM + SN is as small a-; 
possible, what is that total distance? 

I K 
10cm 

120cn 

1 20rn 

L 

N 

40C'Ill 

s 

:30nu 

1------ 1 ;:i(km-------, 

Solution: The sum SK +SL+S.H +S.Y is the smnllf'st d1en K, S. M lie in a straight 
li11c and L,S.N lie in a straight line. In this rnsP. SJ\. +SL+SM +SN= KM +LN. 

I K 

Hkm 

120m 

1 20n 

s 

N 
' ,l()c:111 

C • • • ::,.,r 

:.l(km 

L 
� · - ---- l ?:iO

rni
-------< 

J{JJ is the h)·potcm1sc of H right-angkd trim1gk with legs 120 - 10 - �10 = 80cm allfl 
FiOcm. Thnf'forc, J{M = )802 + Fi02 = 170cm.

LY is the.• hypotcm1sc' of a right-m1ghl triangle \Yith k•gs 150 - 20 - ,1() = 91km and 
120cm. Tlwrdon:. LV = )DO�+ 120� = 1:JOrn1. 
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B4 ShclfCity makes shelves that hold five books each and Shelf\iVorld makes shelves that
hold six book:; f'ach. 

(a) (3 marks) Jarno owns a certain m1mher of books. It turns out that if he buys
shelves from ShelfCity, he will need to buy 8 shelves to hold his books. List all
of the possible numbers of books that Jarno c:an own.

Solution: Jmno need::; more than seven shPlvC's. Therefore, he owns at least 
7 x 5 + 1 = :w books. He also docs not own more than 5 x 8 = 40 hooks. There
fore, the list of possible number of books that J arno can own is P6, 37, 38, 39, 40}. 

(b) (G marks) Danny owns a certain number of books. It turns out tlu,t. whet.her he

buys shelves onl:v from ShdfCity or buys shPlvPs only from Shclf\Vorl<l, he will
11C'f'd to bny the same munbn of shelves. \\That is the largest rnm1ber of hooks
that Darrnv can own?

Solution 1: Note that Dann)· will ahrnys nc<'d at, least M; 1mmy shelves h11y
i11g from ShclfCity than bn:ving from Shdf\Vorld. If Danny owns the maxi
mum munbcr of hooks possible, then by bnying books from ShelfCity. all of 
his shelves arf' foll. Therefore. the answer is n multiple of 5. By trial and er
ror, we see that if Danny owns 5. 10. 15. 20. 25. 30. 35, 40 books, tl1<'n he ncwls 
to buy 1, 2, 3. 4. 5. G. 7. 8 slwln's from ShdfCity respectively and 1, 2. 3. 4. 5, 5, 6, T 
shf'l\'cs from Shclf\Vorld. rf'spectively. If Danny owns morf' than 25 hooks, then 
he will alwa�'s nPed more shPlws fro111 ShelfCity tlrnn from Sliclf\�,-orld. There
fore. Danny owns at most 25 books. 

Note: Otl1<'r trial and Prror methods ,Hf' possible' and e1CU'ptablc, i.e. R st11de11t 
doc:s not 110cessctrily have to considering only nmltiplc:s of five. 

Solution 2: Ld -� be thC' munbn of ::;helws that Danuy 11e<'ds from Pcwh store. 
Sincf' he need::; to buy s shelYes frorn ShdfCity. t hE' number of hook::; lie uwus is 
from th<' S<'l {5.s - 4, .58 - 3. 5s - 2, 5.c; - L 5s}. He Rlso need::; to buys shf'iws 
from Shdf\Vorld. :so t hC' number of books h<' owu:-; is from the set { Gs - 5. Gs -
4. Gs - :1, 6.c; - 2, Gs - 1, 6s}. The numlwr of buob he owns i::; in both lists, an<l
therefore i:s at lca�t Gs - 5 and at most 5s. Therefore, Gs - 5::; 5s. Solving thi::;
yields s :S 5. Since Danny needs at most fiw ::,;hclVC's from ShdfCit:v. the 1111ml.H'l'
of hooks Danny nm own is c1t most 5s ::; 2G books. If he docs own 25 boob.
tlwu for both c-ompm1i<-'s. he will need to hm· fiye shch·cs, i.f'. thf' SR!llc number
of slwlves. Tht·rcforf'. the lmgcst numbf'r of books that Danny can own is 2.S.
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B5 Two players ScC'k-1. and Hida play a game called Hot And Cold on a row of squares. 
Hicla starts by hiding a treasure at one of these squares. SC'0ka has to find out whic-h 
sq1rnre it i::;. On each of Sc,clm·:- turn, she picks a square. 

• If Scc'ka picks the square ,,:hic-h is where the treasure b. Hida will say ''Ding!·' and
the game ends.

• If Sccka picks a square which i� nt'xt to the square where th<' treasure is, Hid a will
say ··Hot 1". 

• If Sccka picks a square which is not where tllf' treasure is. aud 1s not next to the
sq1rn.re where the t.rca,-;urC' is. Hida will sa:v ··Cold! 

.. .

(a) (3 marks) Suppose th(• galllC' is pla:ve<l on thrC'e sqnarcs. as show11. Show hm,,
Sf'ck-1 c:an pick the sqm,rC' with thf' trcasm-c· in c1t most two t.urns.

[IJJ 

Solution: Label t.lw sqnarf's 1. 2. 3 frnrn l<'ft to right. Secka first piC'ks squarP 
1. If it is whNe tht' tl'<'clS\11"(-' is. s('f'ka is don(' i11 Olli? turn. If Ilid11 �mys .. Hot 1"'. 

tlwn Sccka knows tlic trcasun' is in square- 2 and pi(-k:-, it 011 hn sec-ond turn. If
I-lid.-1 says ··Cold! .. . lhC'n Sc<'ka knows the trC'HSllrf' is in square 3 and picb it 011
lwr seC'ond turn. hi all cases. Secka picks the squan· \Yith the trC'as11rc in at most
two t\lrns.

Not.,: S<'f'lm n-urnot nccornplish this by picki11g the i:;c'rnnd sqnar(' first. 

(b) (G marks) Suppose the gmnc is played m1 1111w squares. as shown. Shmv how
Sc'eka can pick the squm<' with the tn·asUH' in at most fo11r turns.

I I I j I I I I I I 

Solution: Label tlit• sqnan's 1. 2. :3. -1. 5. G. 7, ts. 9 from lrft to right. Secka fir::;t 
picks sq11arc 5. If the square <"ontains tlw treasure. Sccka is d011e in one turn. If 
Hida s;-iys "Hot!". then S<'ekR knows thf' trc·c\surc is i11 square 4 or G. She picks 
I hes<' squares in her next t\,·o tnrns to g11.-1nrnte8 finding the trf'asurE\ needing 
at n1ost t.hre.P turw, tot al. If IIida says ··C()ld ! .. . then 1 he trcw-:11n' is i11 square
1. 2. :�. 7. ts or 9. Sedrn rn1 l1Pr s<'<"Oll(l turn then pick::; square 2. If the square cou
tnins tlw treasure. Se1•b fom1d thC' trc,tsiuc· in two t11n1s. If Hida says ··Hot! .. ,
then the trem;urc is at sqwuc 1 or :J. Secka picks tl1(•sc two squares tn gwm.-mt.E'l'
filldi11g the• tn'asun' in at most four t11rns tot;�!. If Hidc1 says --cold!'". the11 SeC'lm
knows the trcasme is at sqmtr(• 7. 8 or D. with two l11rns rPnrnining. \\-c• c1pply
tlw strategy iu (a) 011 tlH'S<' thrf'<' sq11an's 10 find the trcas1m' in at most two
1 urns. In all cnsC's. S('d�a finds th<' trPa:.-;\m' in Ht most fom t1m1s.

Note: Oth('r strategics HIT possible. 
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86 Three people have identical pairs of shoes. At the end of a party, ench person picks uµ 
a left and a right shoe. leaving with one ,;hoc' that is theirs a11d 011e shoe that bdongs 
to someone else. 

(a) (4 n1nrks) In how 111cmy different ways co11kl this happen'!

Solution: Lahcl the !><'oplc 1. 2. 3 and the left and right shoes for person 1 be
labeled L1• R 1 . thus(' for pcrson 2 be labeled L2. R2 all(! those for perso11 3 be
labeled L:1 and R:;.

'There arc two c-hoires as to \\'hich correct shoe pen,on 1 picks, namely left or
right.. Person 1 then has I wo l'hoices as to whose person ·s shoe he picks a.� the
wrong shoe. Therefore'. there arc four dioices of shoes for person 1. namely
( L1. R2), (L1. R:il- lL2. R1 ). (L:i- Ri)

Snppo:;e perso11 l picks (L 1 . R2 ). Thc11 per,-;on 2 must have pickcd L2 (sinre R2 

alrcad:I' is i11 per:;011 1 ·s pos;;cssio11 and pnsou 2 m11st be holding one of his O\\'ll
shorn;). If per:-:;011 2 has R 1 . thc11 1wrso11 3 !ms L., and R:3. holding botli of his
shoes. which is 1101 allowed. Thcr('fOJl'. person 2 is holding (£2. R:;). Pf'rso11
3 1111ist tht'n be holdi11g (L:;. Ri ). Similarly. 110 lllc'lttcr limy JH'rs011 1 picks t.he
shoes. tlJP choices for prrsou 2 and 3 are dctC'n11i11cd.

Therefor<'. thNe Hr<' fnm clif
f
C'l'ent \\',r-,s for thn·e peopk to pick up a ldt. and

c:1 right sl101· lf'aYiug with one shoe that is thC'irs mid 011c shoe thc:1t belongs t.o
sonwone else.

(b) (S lllarks) SmJH' a::; part (a). exc-c'pt that thne ,ire four J'Jf?Ople iustcad of three.

Solution: \\'t> use tlw same labeling as i11 (a) mid label the fomth pcrso11 •1 and
his left mid right shor- L.1• R.�. IT!"pf"din·lr.

Consider pcr:-;011 1. TlH'rC' me two choicl's as to whieh cmTf'ct shoe pcrnon 1 picks.
11arnely left or right. There me thn-<' l'huices 1-1s to whose J)<'.rson·s shoe he picks
ns the wrung slioc. Therefore. then' fl

l

l' 2 x 3 = G d1oiu·s of shoC's for persou 1.
nnmclv (L1. R2), (Li, R:i)- (L1. R�)- (L2. R1)- (l,:1. R1). (L.1. Ri ).

Snpposc Jwrson 1 pic-b (Li. H2). Then pnsm1 2 11m:-;t lrnve picked L2 . \Ye 110\\"
c-011sider the followi11g 01!->es fm thr right shof' that pC'rsou 2 pil'ked:

i. If pNson 2 is holcli11g R 1 . then C'itlwr person 3 is lmldi11g (L:1, R�) and person
,I is holdi11g ( L.1. R:;). or pPr.�on 3 is holdiug ( L.1. R;1) and person ➔ is holdi11g
(L:i- R.i)- Hence. th('n' c1re t\rn possibilities for this cm,<'.

11. If per:--on 2 is hulc\i111; H:1- thl'll pcr�on 3 lllll�t be holding L:1. J->pr,-;011 3 c·amiot
lw holding R1. lwl'i1llSt"' tlwn utherwisl' person -I will be-: holding (L.i . Rt).
which is both of his sh(J(�S- Thnefore. p<'rson 3 is holding R�. This !Paws
person 1 holdiug ( L -1. R1). This is t lH' oul�- pos:-;ibilit\'.

111. Tfperson 2 is holdi11g R-1 , then similar to c-ase (ii). th\·r<' i:rn11ly une possibility.

Therefore. thP tot;:ll 1111111bt·r of wavs that all I bis cm1 happen i:; (i x (2 + 1 + l) = 21 
\\"R\'S. 
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PROBLEM PAGE 
---------------------------

A Three-Speedy-Whales Problem 

Gregory V Akulov 

Once upon a time three whales were swimming along the north-south shoreline in the ocean near the island. 
Children at the island lighthouse observed the whales· motion and drew their position-time graphs in cartesian 
coordinates. They noticed that intersections of three graphs form an isosceles triangle ( see figure below). If the 
first whale swam at 7 mis [N] and the second one at I m/s [NJ, what is the velocity of the third whale? 

d 

(m) 

0 

III 

t( s) 

Gregory Akulm• teaches mathematics and phvsics cu Luther College High School, in Regina. Suskotche,rnn. 
He has a PhD in 11wt/11.-,11wrics (wirh speciakarion in probabilitv theo1:r)j1nm Kvil' Nutio11a/ Taras Shevchenko 
Uni1·ersit_1·. His research i11teresrs are also in rheory offu11ctio11s, jcmndarions of geometry cind mathematics
curriculum development. 
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$500 Bursaries to 

Improve Knowledge 

and Skills 

The ATA Educational Trust is a charitable organization 
dedicated to the professional growth of Alberta 
teachers. The Trust encourages Alberta teachers to 
improve their know ledge and skills through fomial 
education. The names of 40 (or more) eligible teachers 
who apply for this bursary will be entered into a draw 
for up to $500 to be applied toward ruition. 

In January of each year, the Trust posts application 
forms. for grants and bursaries on its website. The 
deadline for bursary applications is May 1, 2011. 
For detail�, go lo WWW.teachers.ab.ca, and click 

· on for Members; Programs and Services; Grants,.
Awards �d Scbolarshipj; and ATA Educational Trust
' ··.-�· .;�. � .. -,,� �:..� �,-:· .... , _:,�.� ·-..:.,�- : .. �

--

'.. :... �·

··' 

$3,000 Proiect 

Grants Available 

The ATA Educational Trust is a charitahle 
organization dedicated to the professional growth of 
Alberta teachers. The Trust awards a number of 
grants of up 10 $3,000 lo help Alberta teachers or 
others involved in education and teaching to develop 
innovative resources that support curriculum, 
teaching or learning. Individuals or groups planning 
to undertake a project or conduct research must 
submit a detailed proposal on or before May I, 2011. 

In January of each year, the Trust posts application 
forms for grants and bursaries on its website. For 
details, go to www.teaehers.ab.ca, and click on 
For Members; Programs and Services; Grants, 
Awards 311_d Sc�ol · :- • · · ·- · -�lic��o�al TrusL 

$300 ATA 
Specialist Council 
Grants 

The ATA Educational Trust is a charitable 
organization dedicated to the professional growth of 
Alberta teachers. For this grant program, interested 
teachers may enter their name into a draw for 
$300 towards the cost of an ATA specialist council 
conference. 

In January of each year, the Trust post� application 
forms for grants and bursaries on its website. The 
deadline for conference grants is September 30, 20 I I. 
For details, go to www.teachers.ab.ca, and click 
on For Members; Programs and Services; Grants, 
Awards and Scholarships; and ATA Educational Trust 
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